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Get Measured NOW
For Your

EASTER

SUIT

Easter falls on April 12th
Suit or Top-Coat as low as

Twenty-Five Dollars

» xuukyLcn c. Ok ia

CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES

G. K. MAYO

TEN DAYF' DELIVERY

ROCKLAND

22 MASONIC STREET.

TEL. 304-J.

(amsonMibbawl
>

HAT S

DISTINGUISHED STYLE • SUPREME QUALITY

N Lamson-Hubbard
Hats you will find the
perfect combination —
irreproachably correct
style and unapproachable
Value.

I

u Look for thia
mark in the
Hat you buy

*5bzz>^r

BURPEE

&

LAMB

ROCKLAND, MAINE

1 he Latest Dark Shell

Frames and Correct Lenses

Only $10.00

OREL E. DAVIES
301 Main St., Opp Park St.

SIMON K. HART
: : Manufacturer of : :

Cemetery Work
: : And Dealer in : :
f/

IK
5WS
I#**-*

Native & Scotch Granite
Marble Shelves, Etc.
Telephone 911 -M

-‘S

ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Cor. Brick and Pleasant Stc.

ALL THE HOME NEWS
Subscription $3.00 per year payable la adrance ; dingle copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The RockLand Gazette was established ln
1846
ln 18*4 the Courier was established
and /consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in 1891 changed its name to the^ Tribune,
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

PUBLIC CAR

cp.Dowaca

$15.50

Alembor
Consolidated Stock Exchange
of Mew York

In Exchange For Your Old
Battery

STOCKS and BONDS

Radio Supplies

SEAV1EW
BATTERY SERVICE
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.
32*34-35

Special Singing Services By
the Baptists Begin Next
Saturday.

Publishers of tbe
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
which is sent free to
investors upon request

10 STATE STREET BOSTON

r W&7&
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GEORGE KOUSSEVITZKY

Noted Boston Symphony Conductor
To Be In Portland Concert.

George Koussevitzky, conductor of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, is
credited with having introduced to
the western world the compositions
of Moussorgsky and Rimsky-Korsa
kov, two of the most noted of Rus
sian composers.
The two were little known outside
Russia until Koussevitsky began <o
feature their music at his concerts
in the various European capitals.
Excerpts from the music of these
two composers will make up a part
of the program for his Portland con
cert at City Hall. March 25.
The principal monuments of the
genius of Moussorgsky are the op
eras Boris Codunov and Khovantchina.
The prelude to the latter will be
played In Portland. This depicts the
coming of dawn over the Red Square
in the Kremlin at Moscow, and has
its distinct color and mood sugges
tive of the subject. It is an inter
esting sample of 'Russian music. As
a native Russian Koussevitsky is
perhaps at his best in the interpre
tation of Russian music, and tfiere
will be much interest in his interpre
tation of this prelude and The Flight
of the Bumble Bee, a scherzo, from
Rimsky-Korsakov’s
fairy
opera
Tsar Saltan, which Is quite as dif
ferent in ldood from tlie other se
lection as may be imagined, and
shows the Russian composer in
lighter mood.

AZORES AHOY!
The Postal Telegraph-Commercial
Cables System announces its direct
connection at the Azores with 'he
new cable of the Italian Submarine
Cable Co., which makes possible for
the first time direct cable communi
cation between tlie United States and
Italy. The Italian Submarine Cable
Co. connects at Rome with t^e Ital
ian Telegraph AHmifilstratlon (Post
Office), which maintains direct wires
to all Italian points.

STRAND

H E A T R E>

ALL NEXT WEEK

THE
PARAMOUNT
GIRLS’
MUSICAL
COMEDY
—With—

STEVE MILLS

Seed
Agricub
tural

CATALOG
YOU’LL be delighted with
a dinner eaten here.l

Food of proven purity served
in the style that will p^asej

RED WING THOROUGHBRED

Gat acquainted with eur

: s : AGENTS FOR : : :

“Bill O'Fara”

Searchlights, etc.
Scripps
Red Wing Kcrmath
Unimote Generating Outfit
Winton
Mianus
Speedway
Reliance Tachometers
Johnson
Frisbie
Lathrop
Electric Bilge Pumps
and
Cadyford
Evinrude
Electric Windlasses
Many
Standard
Sterling
Brunner Air Compressors
Others
Regal
Universal
Our marine railways accommodato boats up to 80 feet.
We build boats of all sizes from dories to bankers.
Engines installed.

Write for an estimate on your requirement*.

LET US SELL YOUR BOAT

JOHN M. GAMAGE & SONS, INC.

Newbert’s Cafeteria
Rockland's Finest Eating Place

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

WORK WONDERS

Clean Comedy, Snappy Numbers
and Special Scenery, with Three
Changes of Program.

Also—

aft

M

FEATURE PICTURES
PRICES - - - 25c, 35c, 50c
SEATS GO ON SALE FRIDAY

Beds
Springs, Mattresses
AT YOUR DEALERS

The popular gesture of the day
seems to be, "Let the church do it.”
and everybody is willing to pass the
buck to the church, so it is an Inter
esting sign of the times that the
churches are starting in to "do 4t."
Simultaneous revival services will
be held in several of the local
churches during this pre-Easter sea
son, those at the First Baptist
Church beginning on Sunday March
22. Those in charge do not hesitate
to say that the poor and the unfortu
nate may walk up the central aisle
of the church and will be accorded a
true welcome to any of the best
seats. They will be assured of sym
pathetic friends, some of whom
have themselves been rescued from
habits of sin. The doors are thrown
wide tipen to all ln the desire to
serve all—to salvage and rehabilitate
men and women.
A distinctive feature of these
meetings will be the “homemade”
talent and the stressing of the sing
ing of the old hymns with the oldfashioned heartiness. In this “Sing
ing Revival" a men's chorus, boys’
chorus, mixed chorus and children's
chorus will be used. New hymn
books to the number of several hun
dred have been secured in order that
each individual may have a hymn
book In his hands when he sings, and
the well known powers of congrega
tional singing will be employed to
cheer the disheartened and to inspire
the weak.
The services will be marked hy
brevity and crammed with Interest.
Mr. Browne will give short talks on
simple and practical themes. Sun
day afternoon the women of the
I church will oliserve Visitation Day.
when the message of goodwill will
be carried Into the homes of the
parish hy visitors who have volun
teered for the serviceThe meetings are for one week
only and will be held every night ex
cept Saturday.

IN GREEN AND WHITE

Congregational Sale Has An
Attractive Setting — The
Housekeepers.

.
ri
,
Spite of Short-Comings and Limitations They Do Great
Good, Declares Rev. Mr. Stuart.

When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

PORT CLYDE
Mrs. James Simmons Is recovering
j from her recent Illness.j
Mrs. Fannie Wallace. Mrs. Florence
Day anil Miss Annie Benner left Satj urday for Hampton Beach for a two
, weeks' visit.
.Chester Marshall of Somerville,
Mass., was calling on relatives Sun
day.
Mrs. Maude Cogan has been a guest
' of her father, Frank Simmons.
Mrs Ernest Maloney has recovered
from his recent illness.
Mrs. Clara Davis has returned from
a visit in Thomaston.
Mrs. Addle Marshall. Norah Clark
and Celia tihadwlck have gone to
Mednmak where they have employ
ment.

20 PER CENT

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

Look fob the S*H sign

429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

STANLEY HOUSE

DEPOSITS
Made during th$ first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPO8IT BOXES TO RENT

FOR SALE
Has 16 rooms, two bath rooms,
hot water heat and all modern
improvements; one of the best lo
cations in the city; in first class
condition throughout.
Call or telephone 237-J

28 SPRING ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
29-34

Editor of Tho Courier-Gazette: —
people here who are doing just this
Amen to Brother Walker. He has kind of work which Mr Walker has
said something. I hope he will apeak mentioned. I can testify too that the
test of Christianity which he sug
again soon. There's real encourage
gests ln the proposition of leading
ment Jo some of us to hear a real “one such wayward gin • uown rne
voice. I would like to hear his sum aisle of one of our churches has been
mary of the hypocrisy of the Secret tried within a year in more than one
Orders of Rockland, of the wasted of our churches; and ln every case,
energy in the homes of Rockland, when the spirit of pentinence and
and of the foolish extravagance of shame has been manifest in the un
our social indulgences, such as the fortunate girl the spirit of tender
movies, the dance and the Joy riding. Christiike compassion has been
I don't agree with all he has said shown on the part of the church.
and suggested, but I can’t help ex
We in the church are ready to
many
pressing my appreciation to him for grant our failures and our
speaking; for if there is one thing short-comings, and none regrets
that Rockland lacks more than any these things more, 1 believe, than tho
thing else. It is a kindly disposition church itself, however, I feel that in
to speak plainly its heart about jus* Justice to all concerned it should ba
such things as ho has mentioned , clearly stated that the church is
Several months ago I suggested this most terribly limited in her abilities,
very thing and felt that frank, plain I am sure that the .Red Cross, the
truth would bring to our city a better Chamber of Commerce, the various
condition of things. Why not a Beo- Clubs, and Orders of the city, to
pic’s Column in your paper and use gether with the city government itit to talk out the things which the self, are all alike more or less reMayor wanted to have talked out and sponsible for these social break
didn’t hear? "Silence gives consent" downs. I can’t omit the fathers and
is an old saying, but it has a deep mothers from this list, nor the social
truth, to my way of thinking. If sentiment of the community, together
conviction is not sufllclently strong with the schools. Therefore why
to warrant one’s signature, I have the heap all this upon the church? Let
impression that it censes to be con us play fair. Let us all take our
medicine together.
viction.
Referring to Mr. Walker’s com
The churches of Rockland are not
munication printed in your columns a failure. The startling feature of all
I feel that the majority of folks In tills affair Is not tho fact that tho
Rockland want things right, and I thing happened—such a thing must
am also of the opinion that the have happened In the time of our
Christianity of the churches of Rock Lord, else how account for the to
land is not all wanting; that the man taken in adultery—but the repreaching from Rockland pulpits Is markable feature is that with so
not all wasted effort: and after four , many avenues of vice bidding for
years of labor here I can testify that these unwitting creatures, there are
| (here |s still in Rockland a strong I so few after all that are thus deeply
band of faithful Christian souls who enmeshed. If extremes are to be
are not taking the "I am holier than considered let it be remembered that
thou" attitude or ministering alone four or five of these careless creatthrough that most excellent Chris- ures will create far more attention
tlaft agency, the Salvation Army, in on Main street than will the side
walks crowded with modest Chris
the "long pole" fashion.
I feel I know the city very little as tian ladies going about their busi
yet. nevertheless I am personally ac ness. Watch your step.
Oscar W. Stuart.
quainted with some most excellent,
5 Adams St., Rockland.
self-sacrificing and patient Christian

The Congregational vestry was gay
yesterday and thronged morning and’
afternoon, the occasion being the
“Spring Sale and Chicken Battle
Luncheon” of the Woman's Asso
ciation.
The theme of the decora-'
tions was naturally St- Patrick's Day
with a green clad ticket-takor, Mrs.
A. J. Bird, allowing the observer to
enter a green trimmed vestry with an
asparagus fern and white booth on the
one side deuling in fancy work,
aprons, linens, handkerchiefs and
novelties, and a green and white
i candy booth on the other. Mrs. H.
A. Buffum and Mrs. John I. Know
were chairmen of the fancy table
, assisted by Mrs. A. H. Jones. Mrg.
N. F. Cobb Mrs- J B. Stevens. Mis«
! Annie Blackington, Miss Annie Frye. I
icy KenMrs. C. H. Gilley, Mrs- Lucy
| nedy. Mrs. G. E. Parsons, Mre. Cyrus
i Pinkham, Mrs. iR. G. Wasgatt, Mrs.
W. S. White, Mrs. R. W- Richards,
■ Mrs- L. E. Clark. Over $100 was
1 netted at this booth.
1 ’Miss Katherine Buffum presided
j over the candy booth assisted
i hy Miss Charlotte Buffum, Mre.
j R. W. Hanscom and Mrs. L. N.
i Lawrence.
Here too were many
I contributing committee members.
The dining room was tastefully
done, each white-clad table bearing
' a heavy green runner with green
candles and candle sticks and a cen
terpiece of green carnations.
The
waitresses too W’ere white clad with
{ green aprons and green hair orna
ments. The same thought was even
I curried into tho menu which Includ
ed green peas and lime jelly. After
noon tea was served in addition to
| the very liberally patronized lun! cheon.
The luncheon committee
included Mrs. Klonia Tuttle. Mrs E.
L. Brown, Mrs. W. ®. Rounds, Mrs.
‘ R. li. Eaton, Mrs. F. A. Beverage.
Mrs. L. A. Walker. Mrs. Sarah F.
, Prescott. Mrs. Philip Howard, Mrs.
' Lillian Bicknell and Mrs. Wallace
Spear.

•

A strictly mutual savings
bank

ROCKLAND, • - - MAINE

OUR WANT ADVERTISEMENTS

EDNA EVELYN

START
SAVING NOW

Insist on Having

BOAT BUILDING AND REPAIRING
: : BOAT BROKERS : :
TELEPHONE 702-W

184 pages-profusely illustrated.
Sent FREE, by return parcel post.
with name of vour local dealer sell
ing K & W Goods listed in Catalog.
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Maine

—And—

you. Appetizing salads and
desserts that will cause you
to talk about us.

“The Motor With Power to Spare"
In Nine Different Models—4 to 90 H. P.

CHURCHES ARE NOT A FAILURE

>

Charles A. ,Sylvetfler, cashier at |
the Maine Cenlsal Railroad station, j
, committed suicide near his home on
1 Camden street yesterday mdrning by i
: drowning.
i
Temporarily laid off from his office
duties Tuesday ndbn he spent a i
sleepless night, his manner heing so |
* ~
disconsolate and depressed as to at- I
About 6.30 yester- I
•Revolutions are not made; they — ! tract attention
j •— come—Wendell Phillips.
••• j day morning he went to the water- i
I •••
j front, which is not far from the rear I
.».
•••
•••
••• ••• gp ! of his home, with a pail of garbage. ,
When he did not return in season :
FORTY-TWO PATIENTS to take his usual car for downtown !
the family became alarmed and the '
Maine Central office was comniuni- ;
Rockland’s Dental Clinic Has cated
with. It was then learned for I
Done Important Work the flrst time that Mr. Sylvester was !
off duty, and Mi s. Sylvester's fears |
Among Children.
that something had happened to him I
were intensified.
The dental clinic for ithe school’
Friends were summoned and the
children has now passed its 10th bpdy was found not far from the
week with the following dentists shore alongside a rock to which Mr.
giving an afternoon of their time: Sylvester had apparently* clung until |
Doctors Bickford, Flanders, Peaslee, unconsciousness came.
A verdict
Richardson,
Richards,
Sanborn, of suicide was rendered by Dr. H W. !
Rlchan, Howard and Damon. Drs. Frohock. medical examiner.
. The ’
Peaslee. Richardson and Damon have body was taken in charge by the !
each given extra time for extraction Burpee undertakers, and funeral ser
work.
vices will lie held at the family resl- J
The clinic Is one of the three in the dence 99 Camden street at 2 p. m.
State for school children and the best Friday.
equipped. A charge of 25 cents is
The deceased was a son ot the late
made to help .cover the cost of ma Joseph F. Sylvester, and in his
terials.
The children have been younger days worked on the farm of
taken mostly from the first three his grandfather, the late C. A. Syl
gradqg and the entire city has been vester. and conducted a milk route.
covered.
His subsequent employment was with
The following gives an idea of the Larrabee & Dodge, Thorndike & Hix,
work done in nine weeks: Clinics the Rockland Wholesale Grocery Coheld, 12; patients, 42; visits, 69; fill and thfe Maine Central Railroad Co.
ings in permanent teeth, 54; fillings He had been with the railroad cor
in temporary teeth, 17: teeth ex poration the past three years.
tracted. 95; cleanings, 13; treatments,
Mr. Sylvester hhd been master of
1.
Penobscot View Grange nnd noble
grand of Knox I»dge of Gild Fellows.
ARGUED FOR GETTIGAN
At the time of his death he was
holding Ihe appointive office of right
Many Rockland persons have won supporter of the noble grand in Knox
dered what the status of the Thomas Lodge.
Friends found him genial,
Gettigan case is in Massachusetts. accommodating, and a ready worker
A recent item in the Globe said:
in all undertakings.
Much sympa
"Arguments were made before the thy is aroused over his untimely end,
full bench of the Supreme Court on which was undoubtedly due to his be
exceptions of .1. Thomas Gettigan ot ing mentally unbalanced at the mo
Revere, indicted for murder in the ment it was committed.
first degree for having on June 19.
Mr. Sylvester is survived by his
1921, caused the death of his aunt, mother, Mrs. John Maloney; his wife
Lizzie M. Cook, hy means of arseni (formerly Olive Magune) and one
cal poisoning.
He was found guilty daughter Mary. He is also survived
in the Superior Court of manslaugh by his aunt. Miss Laura Sylvester,
ter and sentenced to from 12 to 15 who has made her home with him
years in the State Prison.
His many years.
counsel, Roscoe Walsworth claimed
that Gettigan had been the victim of
“General business conditions, so far
false testimony from witnesses who as we see them, are much improved."
had been hired to shield others."
remarked W. B. Tate, wholesale man
ager of the Apperson yesterday. Mr.
Tate and C. H. Perry of Boston, who
is branch manager covering the New
England States, are in attendance at
GO ANYWHERE
the auto show this week, assisting
A. C. Jones, Maine Kales manager in
DAY OR NIGHT
explaining ihe workings nf the me
J. H. BREEN, Tel. S97-M chanical gear shift as used by the
33*35
Apperson.
Mr. Perry, who is an
Owl's Head boy, is accompanied liy
his family. Ihe members of which arc
at the Head meantime.

NEW
BATTERY

Volume 80............... Number 34.

CHURCH ON HER JOB

—
Charles A. Sylvester, Maine
Central Cashier, Ends Life
—Mentally Unbalanced.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

THREE CENTS A COPY

Thursday
Issue

We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS
313-319 MAIN ST.

TEL. 748-J
110-tf

BEARDING THE LION

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

E. H. Philbrick Started Out New Name Will Replace
That of ’’Cobb’s Inc.” On
To Do It, But Is Glad He
Main Street Store.
Didn’t.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Just for a change of scenery I
took a trip into the mountains in
quest of coyotes and lions which are
quite plentiful here in many places.
I did not go into the lion's den the
same as Daniel did, but I went into
his country.
There being a bounty
of $50 on them and the skins of some
value, it makes them very attractive
game for hunters.
J had a guide
with me and we started early one
morning in a Ford and rode about
20 miles when we entered the mouth
of a.canyon.
The road was much like a logging
road in Maine, where nothing but a
Ford would go.
We proceeded up
about two miles crossing a creek
with the water up to the running
board. Finally getting where navi
gating the Ford was no longer possi
ble. we continued on foot. The tim
ber, which consists of Sagamore
cotton wood and live oak and some
underbrush were ho dense that the
sun was hardly visible. With moun
tains on either side, 154)0 feet high
and overhanging cliffs it made alto
gether a pretty wild looking country.
In many places there were beaten
paths made by deer and other wild
animals. We did not sight any ItonR,
however, but we started one up in
the thick underbrush and by the
quick getaway he made I think he
was about as scared as I was. Isite
in the afternoon we heard one's
voice up on the mountain side, I
cannot imitate it.
We also saw
some deer, but as It was closed time
on them we did not trouble them.
Yesterday I visited the oil fields
and saw them drilling an oil welt.
This one was down 3800 feet. They
drill about 20 feet n day, and it costs
from $50,000 to $100,000 to drill a
well, they tell me, many of them
being 5000 feet or more.
This is truly a beautiful country
and many wonderful things to see,
but a glimpse of Rockland, Maine,
will look good to me.
E. H. Philbrick.
Arroyo Grande, Calif„ March 11.
[Mr. Philbrick enclosed in the
above letter the following clipping
from the Arroyo Grande Herald-Recorder: |
Mountain lions cost the state more
than $590,000 a year.
A lion's av
erage kill is approximately fifty-two
deaths every year.
The average
length of life for lions is fifteen years.
They center their attacks' on deer
and cattle often leaving a fresh kill
to take another if a victim is scented.

MEET OR. KENT
Rockland always extends a cordiul
welcome to newcomers in her pro
fessional Held and Dr. James Kent of
Boston found the latchstrlng out on
his rounds yesterday.
Dr. Kent
comes to this city to take over the
practice of Dr. Mary Reuter while
she takes a well earned rest of several
! itionihs, possibly a year. He will be
■ located at her Summer street offices
j and will be In entire charge of the
. practice.
Dr. Kent is a native of Boston and
' received his early education in that
■ city. Turning to Osteopathy he
j studied at the Des Moines College of
I Osteopathy matriculating last June.
He was associated with a Des Moines
i osteopath through the summer and
J last fall located in Westerly. R. I..
where as part of his work he super| vised the physical fitness of the High
.School teams. He is particularly in
terested in athletics and will make a
welcome asset to the High School
baseball team this spring.

During the next month or two the
name of “Cobb's Ute.,'* which has
been prominent ln the Rockland re
tail trade for the past seven years,
will gradually disappear from signs,
stationery and advertising and the
establishment nt 409 Main street will
hereafter be known as Knowlton's
Market.
In other words, the fact
that "Knowlt is the whole works into
Cobb's now" will be a visible and
definitely understood thing for all the
world to know.
It has for some
time been a fact to all intents and
purposes, and the present change is
more a matter of nomenclature than
of actual ownership.
The grocery and market business
was started In early 1918, by Roy L.
Knowlton, Ensign Otis and C. E Gil
ley, who Incorporated under the short
and snappy trade name of Cobh's,
Inc., It having been taken over from
the Francis Cobb Co. It was a brief
two years before Mr. Otis became
convinced that he did not care for
an active participation In a grocery
business, and as soon as It was prac
tical he sold his interest to his two
associates.
Mr. Gilley later sold
his stock to Mr. Knowlton, who thus
became the sole stockholder.
The
reasons which formerly made it ad
visable to operate under a corporate
form no longer existing, Mr. Knowl
ton now assumes personal and direct
ownership.
Ho has had a long experience at
the business, cators carefully to pub
lic wants and has the foresight which
goes to make a successful business
man.
The Benefit Minstrels make thetr
debut in I'nion hall, Rockport, to
night and stacks of tickets have
been sold for the event. Those who
are unable to get into the hall to
night will have another opportunity
tomorrow night. The program, pub
lished in Tuesday’s Issue of this pa
per, is indicative of the good things
in store

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule tn read some poetry and
listen tn snme music at least once a week.
The Inss of these tastes is a loss of happl*
ness Charles Darwin.
THE LION AND THE MOUSE

A linn with the heat oppressed.
One day composed himself to re3t;
But whilst he dozed, as he intended,
A mouse his royal back ascended;
Nor thought nf harm, as Aesop tells.
Mistaking him for someone else;
And travelled over him, and round him.
And might have left him as he found him
Had he not—tremble when you hear—
Tried to explore the monarch’s ear!
Who straightway woke, with wrath immense,
And shook his head tn oast him thence.
"You rascal, what are you about?”
Said he, when he had turned him out.
‘ I’ll teach you soon,” the lion said.
“To make a mouse-hole in my head!”
So saying, he prefaced his foot
To crush the trembling tiny brute;
But he (the mouse) with tearful eye,
Implored the lion’s clemency.
Who thought, it best at last to give
Hla little prls’ner a reprieve.

Thras nearly twelve months after this.
The lion chanced his way to miss :
When pressing forward, heedless yet.
He got entangled ln a net.
With dreadful rage, he stampe*! and tore,
And straight commenced a lordly roar;
When the poor mouse, who heard the noise.
Attended, for he knew his voice.
Then what tlie lion’s utmost strength
Could not effect, lie did at length ;
With patient labour he applied
His teeth, the network to divide;
And so at last forth issued he,
A Hon, by a mouse set free.

Few are so small and weak. I guess,
But may assist us in distress.
Nor shall we ever, If we're wise.
The meanest, or the lcaat despise.

—Jeffreys Taylor.
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STATE

CAPITOL

THREE TIMES A WEEK

Boston Shoe Store

The Senate Tuesday passed to bp this fate at the hands of un.«itti|«EVERYTHING in FOOTWEAR
engrossed the Harriman anti-day thetic committees were an act to
make voting a compulsory duty in
light saving hill after a lively deliate,
Maine, au act to provide an addi
and after motions to indefinitely post tional justice for the Cumhejland
pone. to reconsider, to table and to County Superior Court, another act]
! adjourn the session were lost.
to provide a board of police commis
IF YOU WANT
Senator Carter explained the meas sioners for the city of Augusta, and
------------------------------------- ■
—ure, saying that the hill would in no another to authorize a lien on pota
Some
Good Reliable
Blessed are the pure in heart; for
way interfere with the individual or a toes in storage. This latter act had
they shall see God.—Matt. 5:8.
group of individuals.
- .
aroused the general indignation of
‘Why,” said Mr. Carter, “any one citizen* in Aroostook county.
can go to work an hour earlier in the
WE’LL BACK COOLIDGE
A *>ill to increase the scope of
morning and quit an hour earlier at Portland Academy fell by the waynight, under this measure, hut the side. as did also two acts relating to
The little whirl that the Senate
committee thought that there should voting by absentees or invalided vot
•has -been taking with President
lie one uniform time in the state by ers, one of Ihese tieing to provide
In New and Up-to-date Models,
Coolidge will pin no bouquets upon
Stylish, Good Fitters, backed up
which the public might he conducted. that the board of registration lie au
the narrow group of Republican Sen
by the Manufacturer’s Guaran’Cyder this bill, a municipality thorized to visit (he liedside of per
antee of Quality and Service,
ators who joined themselves with
must be run under standard time, sons confined by illness, tint dealrous
but nothing in the measure will pre of voting, the other to provide a
Don’t Fail to See the New
the Democrats to defeat the Presi
Numbers That We Are Show
vent any group in any city to run method of voting under similar cir
dent’s appointment. The (people who
ing for Spring. Big Stock to
their business on any time that they cumstances.
lost fall so unanimously register
Select from for
An act Increasing the rate of in
see fit."
ed their endorsement of Mr. Cool
Senator Antholne of Cumberland terest which loan and building as
$2.98
spoke against the bill.
He pre sociations may demand on mattered
idge will not be ready to admit that
Better
Grades For
sented a batch of remonstrances shares was reported favoraldy by
he so lacked in mental ability and
from citizens of Portland, South the committee on lianks and bank
$3.95
patriotic honesty as to select in Mr.
Another bill, allowing Ihe Odd
irtlatul. Westbrook and other places ing.
Including the New Light Tan
Warren a man unfit for the office of |
in Cumberland County against the Fellows’ Home of Maine to increase
Shades
the amount of Its property holdings,
hill.
attorney general. It was his right to
"Some
one
has
said.
”
remarked
was
also
favored
hy
tlie
committee
make the appointment; there is no
SPECIAL
Photo by Fcdcr Senator Anthoine, “that tha only per reporting. The committee on inland
sound reason for its rejection- It is
Discontinued Lines of PUMPS
sons who favored daylight time.were fisheries and game reported against
snd OXFORDS that we have
interesting to note that the press of
the rich, who wanted to play golf in passage of ail act to permit ice fish
bought to sell for
the late afternoon.
But the signers ing in the Belgrade chain of lakes
the country is overwhelmingly upon
and
likewise
on
the
Boody
bill
to
pro

of
these
petitions
for
the
most
part
$1.96 and $2.49
the side of-the President- We have
are clerks employed in stores and vide for the marketing of smelts.
Values u$ to $6.00 and $7.00
seen the matter no more happily
....
factories and this extra hour of day
HE picture that you see here
Also Many of Our Own Higher
summed up than in this editorial
light means a great deal to them.
Mr. Deering for the Committee on
is taken from an ACTUAL
Grade Shoes included in this lot
Continuing Senator Anthoine said the Appropriations jreported "ought not
from the Boston Herald:
photograph. It is not an artist’s
proposed
law
harks
buck
to
Colonial
YOU CAN ALWAYS
to
pass"
on
resolve
in
favor
of
Knox
The excuse given by -those sena
conception of what the coat
times and is reminiscent of the old Academy of Arts and Sciences.
DO WELL At THE
tors who opposed confirming the
OUGHT to look like. It is an ac
blue law which forbade a man to kiss
nomination of Mr. Warren as attor
.
....
his wife on Sunday.
tual photograph of what the coat
ney-general was two-fold: first that
The total of hills, acts and resolve*
Senator Cram of Cumberland pre presented during the session of the
it was the duty of the Senate to ex
REALLY does look like.
«
278 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
sented
a
large
number
of
petitions
amine carefully into the qualifica
Maine Legislature for 1925. was in
from Portland and vicinity protest excess of the total for any one of the
The coat has real style. It looks
tions of all presidential names; and
ing passage of the Harriman bill and three preceding terms. The year
splendid on any type of man,
second, since they found that Mr.
said that those petitions, coming 1911. which was the year of the cor
young, middle-aged, or old.
Warren had years ago acted as coun
from the workers in shops and fac poration sole fight, broke all records
WILLIAM GABRIELSdN, JR.
sel and president for a subsidiary
It
never
wrilnklcs,
never
gets
tories. could speak far more elo for petitions presented, hut it is be
of the American Sugar Company, he
out
of
shape,
and
seldom
needs
quently than hewas an unfit person to he in the
lieved that the total acts and re
The funeral services of William
pressing, and best cf all, it is
• • « •
President’s cabinet as attorney-gen
solves for this term was the largest Gahrielson, Jr., were held Sunday,
guaranteed
for
three
years.
eral
We venture to suggest that
Senator Walker of Knox introduced ever known.
The tolal of the acts,
this was an excuse and not the rea
two large petitions from his section, resolves and petitions for this term Rev. 11. I\ Browne officiating. The
son for their action.
protesting the bill, one signed by em was 1.626. divided as follows: Acts. asket was surrounded by many
Some 60 days ago Hon. William M.
ployees of the Limerock Railroad of 64": resolves, 596; fietitions, 383. beautiful floral offerings, and the
Butler, chairman of the national Re All genuine Knit-tex coats have the Rockland, the other by the workers The grand total for the three preced house was filled with friends ’who
publican committee in a public ad
of the Camden Woolen Co. of Cam ing terms was 1919.T.401; 1921, 1.607; had come to pay their last respects.
Knit-tex label
dress, courageously and wisely stated
den.
He also referred to the fact 1923. 1.332.
The bearers were William Benner.
that it was the duty of the Republi
« « • •
that Rockland voted two to one for
Adelbert Benner. John Benner and
can party to eliminate those sena
daylight saving.
The House Tuesday voted to In George Fleming. The burial was in
tors and representatives from its
Senator Foster of Kennebec stated definitely postpone the hill which Achorn cemetery.
councils who had not supported Cal
that he had observed in the public would reduce the number of Sea
The deceased was born in Hurri
vin Coolidge for the presidency.
hearing on the bill that Portland was and Sin re Fisheries commissioners cane in 189p, the son of William ami
Acting in accordance with this state
the only city seemingly opposed to from three to one.
Anna (Benner) Gahrielson- He had
ment of the chairman of the national
standard time, and that the entire
made his home in this city the past
• •
Republican committee, the Republi
tate was represented on the side of
15 years, working principally for the
The
House
Tuesday
passed
to
tie
cans of the Senate and the House
the bill’s proponents.
Hockland Produce Co- and the Bath
engrossed
the
so-called
Barwise
bill
have excluded the so-called insur
Senator Wadsworth briefly stated which would prohibit the use of pub Iron Works- While in the employ of
gents from the Republican party, and
that he also wished to go on record lic funds for sectarian schools, after the latter concern he became ill with
in the Senate had marked down
as favoring the bill.
an amendment offered by Represen typhoid fever and ill health had per
senators elected as Republicans^
Senator Maher of Kennebec, found tative Cummings of Portland had sisted through the seven years which
A COMMUNITY CENTER
This action naturally excited the an
considerable fault with the Harriman been rejected.
followed to such an extent that he
ger of those Republican senators,
bill. He said that as he understood
had been unable to accept steady
like Norris, and Howell, who awaited Chamber of Commerce Adopts a Res the bill, it would permit courts to
their opportunity to punish the ad
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES employment.
olution On a Timely Subject.
have it called to their attention that
Mr. Gahrielson was a member of
ministration, especially as President
the law is being disobeyed, and added
the Owl Athletic Club, universally
•Coolidge approved the action of Mr.
JUDICIARY AND LABOR
At a meeting of the directors of that he knew of nothing to prevent
liked, and the idol of parents who
Butler and the Republican caucuses. the Chamber of Commerce Tuesday any ten men eg any one man from
The Committee on Judiciary and Labor
hud done everything in their ixiwer
Their opportune came in the nomi the following resolution was adopted: calling violations of law to the at will give a public hearing In Its ,r«»onw st,
to save the life which they saw grad
the State House, in Augusta on
nation of Mr. Warren. And the
“Whereas, the Chamber believes tention of the courts as the law now
TUESDAY. March 24. 192*, 2pm on the ually drawing to a close. He is surDemocrats, some of whom honestly some form of a Community Center is
Re objected to the form of the following:
ived by the parents, one brother,
S D No. 195 An Act to amend Chapter
believed the nomination unfit, saw necessary to the progress of this City pending hill which makes violation
two
hundred
and,
thirt>\eight
of
the
PuWlc Arthur, anil one sister. Mrs. Nora
the chance to join with thT» disaf ,in order that there may tie a meeting of the standard time law a penal Laws of ninteen hundred und nineteen,
aa Wright.
fected Republicans in defeating Mr. plana for the youth of the City as offense und places it within the pur- amended by Chapter two hundred and twentyCoolidge’s nomination. We venture well as a sojourning place for peo
two of the Public Laws of nineteen hnndr-d
lew of the equity courts.
He de
to suggest that in this case the rea ple visiting the city to do business clared that it is a dangerous pre and twenty-one, relating to workmen’s com
pensation.
34-3-5
son and the excuse are not the same. here./therefore
HERBERT E HOLMES. Secretary.
cedent to withdraw decision of any
U
W.
STITH
AM.
Secretary.
“Resolved that, the Chamber re
riminal cases from the ancient jury
Citizens who have this week in quest the mayor to appoint a com decision established hy
Magna
JUDICIARY
dulged in the favorite indoor sport of mission to lie presided over by him Charts.
The Committee on Judiciary will five a
to
be
composed
of
representatives
"When
you
turn
penal
offenses
paying their income tax will cordially
public hearing in its rooius av the State
from the City Council, the Chamber,
in Augusta, on
■welcome the assurance that comes the Rotary (Tub. the City Club, the over to tin equity court, you are go House,
TUESDAY. March 25. 1925. 3 p. m . on
ing quite a ways," said Senator Mathe following:
frbm Washington .that President Forty Club, the Parent Teachers As
er.
/
H D. No 317 An Act authorizing the
Coolidge’s promise to lower taxes is sociation. and any other Community
Senator Cram suddenly moved to recording of marketing agreements of co
operative
agricultural associations.
(Re
Welfare
organization,
in
order
that
adjourn.
On
a
voice
vote,
his
mo
certain to render the'making of the
a survey anil, investigation of this ion was lost, and he then moved that advertised.)
1226 returns a still more agreeable
WEDNESDAY. March 24. 1-25. fpm,
problem may be made and some defi the Harriman bill be indefinitely the following:
performance. A review of what has nite solution recommended in the postponed.
H. D. No 378 An Act to change the
been done and whit is prospective near future”
Senator Carter of Androscoggin, jurisdiction of tlie Supreme Judicial and
Superior Courts
(Re-advertised.)
speaking on this motion, urged the
shows that in 192-1 the income tax
H I). No. 375 An Act relative to the
of vacancies in tin* office of Unl;ed
payer received a Hat rebate of 23 per SUMMER COTTAGES ANO BOARD Senators to consider the merits of filling
he question and vote accordingly. States Senator
H. D. No 376 An Act relating to the
cent. This year he enjoys an addi
About this time of year The Cou. Tli is motion was lost, only seven number of vo’.irtg comiiartinents
tional cut. in some cases as great as
Senators voting for indefinite post
H. D. No. 373 An A<-t relating to the au
thorization of issue of stocks, bonds and
rier-Gazettc
begins to have inquiries ponement.
50 per cent and for 1926 the indica
notes by public utilities.
A motion to table was lost, and the
tions point to a further 25 per cent by persons who wish to come to thin
S.
D /<» 136 An Act ta amend StCflM
ill was passed to be engrossed.
one of Chapter 97 of tin- Revised Statutes
.^eduction. Thus rapidly are we ad part of Maine during the summer
relating to right to ered ami maintain mill
• • . •
dams and to divert water by a canal for
vancing out of the swamp of bur- season. They seek to rent a cottage
Tuesday witnessed the death-ljed mills.
(Re-advertised.)
densome taxation. "Any tax levied
H I). No 279 Au Act providing for
scene
of
close
to
a
score
of
measures
or to find board. There is no prepared
recovery by log drivers of damage caused by
that
had
been
introduced
for
the
unnecessarily is nothing short of
storage dans.
(Re-advertised.)
JH-36
FREDERICK W HI NCR LEV. < lwirmau
larceny," said l’resident Coolidge in list of such ace irnmodati ins any onsideration of the lawmakers.
HERBERT E HOLMES, Secretary.
Among
the
measures
to
receive
where to lie had, but there ought to
ihis inaugural.
be. We propose carrying in our col
Rockland music lovers today ex umn of classified advertising a
fund was made
in many cases the
TO REDUCE TAXES
payment this year will tie lqss than
tend a cordial hand to William
nouncements of this character, which
half t|iat of a year ago under the
Rogers Chapman and wish him a full
Until the new
the paper will convey tualistanl points Uncle Sam Expects To Lop same circumstances.
house at his tonight’s concert. Air,
returns, which are now being made,
and
copies
of
which
we
can
mail
in
Chapman was a young man when he
Off About $300,000,000 are received by the treasury and tab
ulated it is impossible to ascertain
first dawned upon tlie local musical response to inquiries for information
Next Year.
the effect of the present rates.
At
horizon, but we can today perceive The attention of those with boarding
this time it is impossible to fix defi
no diminution of the enthusiasm acc immodatlons, or cottages for rent
The outlook for a reduction of nitely even the amount of the exiienthat rendered him in that earlier peri
or sale, is invited to this opportunity $300,000,000 in the nation's taxes for ditures for the fiscal year 1926.
od brilliantly conspicuous, ills con
the fiscal year 1926 is "now favor There will he increases in some lines
to obtain publicity at very small cost able,” Chairman Green of House ways nnd reductions in other, but, on the
cert visits to our city have registered
and means committee, said Tuesday whole, the outlook is now favorable
a series of remarkable successes not
idding that he saw "nothing to pre for a reduction of $300,000,000 in tax
always in point of financial profit
GRANT IS PAROLED
vent." reducing the maximum sur ation.
but musically very high. lie has
tax to 25 percent and again lowering
SHIPBUILDING STATISTICS
kept the faith. When he has prom Former Aroostook County Sheriff all other income rates.
Leaves
Federal
Prison
Many
'It is the intention," he said, "to
Iseil artists of quality the promise
Pounds Lighter.
have the new tax law passed in fime
Shipbuilding is not yet a lost art
has been fulfilled, and usually more.
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE
to apply to taxes payable next year, or industry in the United States.
GROCERY CO.
In the regions of music there is but
Edmund W. Grant, of Houltqn and if this is done, the administra- 1
Department of Commerce report
one Chapman. May lie be perpetu former sheriff of Aroostook county tion will have the unprecedented rec show that during 1923. 62.287 ship
paroled after serving ahaut half of ord of having reduced taxation three
builders
received
$90,719,525
in
ally with usa two years' sentence in the federal years in succession.
wages; they launched 289 steel and
prison at Atlanta, arrived in Portland
A surplus of $373,000,000 has been 527 wooden ships of five gross tons
Is the crossword puzzle fad wan Sunday and after a visit with rela estimated for the fiscal year 1926, he or over. This is only nine under tin
ing? in some quarters the interest fives and a talk with District At said, and the exact amount will be 1921 record. Wooden vessels actu
torney Frederick It. Dyer, boarded a known hy the time the committee ally Increased 87 in number over
is said not to be so acute. What tiain for home.
starts work on drafting a new tax 1923, though their capacity was 355
r
.
. ___________
do our readers say? We may note
"I shall never, run for office again hill about October 15, so that much tons ^ss. Unrigged steel shipsby the way that from every side but shall Ingin all over at home," he work on the proposed measure will barges, . etc—increased sixteen
in
Peaches, Del Monte,
he well under way by the convening number, and unrigged wooden ships
come testimonials to tlie excellence said. "Tomorrow when 1 get home
shall look for work. When I went to of Congress in December.
large.......................... 29c
gained 45 over the 1923 record.
of the puzzles printed by The Cou prison I weighed 312 pounds. I now
"The original treasury estimates Motor ships of both classifications
Raisins,
Fancy Seeded
rier-Gazette—not so difficult of so weigh 243.”
of the surplus for the fiscal year of gained largely as the wooden motor
Grant was sentenced Jan. 1, 1924 1925, which ends on June 30th, next, boats show an average tonnage of
lution as to call for protracted re
or Seedless............. 10c
search of obscure authorities, and following his conviction on the was about $68,000,000," he declared. only 41 5 tons, they doubtless lncluib
Pbtatoes, from Union,
charge of conspiracy to violate tilt The receipts from Haxes have been many pleasure launches and cruiser
yet so written as to render the so national prohibition act.
Green Mts., peck .. 25c
larger than were anticipated, princi of sea-going sizes also some fishing
lution a matter of real mental exer
pally hy reason of the Improvement craft. Motorboats of less than fiv
Flour,
all round, money
cise We shall of course continue the THE ATTORNEY GENERALSHIP in business generally.
Some ex gross tons capacity increased from
back
guarantee . . $1.39
feature so long as it engages the in
penses also will he less, while on 808 to 1043. anil they almost doubted
The c-intr.iversy between President the other hand, some are likely to be In value of output, the 1924 output
terest of tlie general body of our
Eggs, fresh locals . . . 33c
of being worth $2,647 while the 1923
Coolidge and the Senate over the at larger than was anticipated.
readers.
Sauer Kraut, imported
torney generalship ended abrupt'.: which the refunds of taxes is an in eraft were only $1,808 a.piece. The
average was $1,465 in 1921, and $1,456
stance.
On
the
whole
I
think
I
am
from Waldoboro, 3
Tuesday with the nomination of J^h
safe in saying that the surplus at in 1923. a decrease of $9 00 tier ma
The ice cream census shows that j. Sargent of Vermont, for the posj
lbs
.................................. 25c
Ihe end of this fiscal year will ex employed.
the United Stales consumes annually , an,| his pronip4 confirmation by the ceed $100,000,000.
Corn Flakes, pkg............ 7c
of that popular confection two and i senate. Mr. Sargent, a former at
The present revenue law went into
Sage Cheese, lb..........35c
a half gallons -per person, a propor- borne)’ general of Vermont and a i lose full effect with the beginning of this
calendar
year,
and
great
reductions
Whole Wheat Bread
tion that is undoubtedly considerably ’ per.• >::al friend of tlie President, wits
, ,
.
U, U1,„,I
whose ice S' li fted after Charles 15. Warren ot were made In the rates on moderate
(coarse)...................... 14c
exceeded in Rockland, wnose 11'
,
Michigan, whose nominalin lw<cc incomes, which were fixed much be
cream supply is *,f a quality that in- waa
by ,llt. senate, had de low those of the original Mellon
437 Main Street
Jand
PARK STREET,
vltes the largest indulgence.
dined to accept an offer of a recess plans and far below those of last
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Ma hie. March 19. 192'..
Personally appeared Frank S Lyddle who
on oath declares that he is pre&sman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
the Issue of this paper ot March 17. 1923,
there was printed a total of 6,542 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

LADIES!

PUMPS AND
OXFORDS
For $2:98

s

IMONTON

s

DEPARTMENT STORE
412 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Friday, Saturday and Monday
RUFFLED MARQUISETTE CURTAINS—One
email lot White Marquiaette Curtains, hem
stitched border; 3 inch gpffle; no tie-backs;
regular $2.50 value. Special to close out, per

p"if ................................... ......... - M.59
TABLE LINEN—Full Bleached, Wide, Table
Damask, our $2.79 leader. For these three
days, per yard .... .................. -............... >2.19

Also a splendid line of other Table Linens at

very moderate prices

LADIES’ SILK HOSE—One lot Ladies’ Silk
“Tuffhoec,’’ plain colors; $1.25 value. Special
price to close, per pair ............... ............. .79
BED PILLOWS—One lot Pure Feather Pillows,
Beat Art Ticking, large size 22x28 inches, and
pr/perly filled; our regular $4.50 grade.
S|
de. Special, each ..........................................

*JJ8

ALL PURE FEATHER PILLOWS—Size 17x24,
nice Art Ticking; worth $125 each. This is
our leader at $1.00. Special for these three
days, each ...................................................... .89

F. J. SIMONTON CO-

mt

NEW

T

OFFERINGS
SPRING LINE OF

Boston Shoe Store

HATS, CAPS, FURNISHINGS AND SHOES
SWAN-RUSSELL CAPS.................. ......................... $1.25 to $2.00
“MOREY” SILK LINED HATS..................................................... $3.95
ARROW SHIRTS..........................................................$1.50 to $3.50
EVERWEAR HOSIERY............................................... 30c to $1.00
MEN’S SUITS, pure wonted......................................................... $24.50
SPRINGO SUSPENDER, guaranteed one year............................... 75c
BOYS’ SUITS, CAPS, BLOUSES

Price $30

GUARANTEE CLOTHING & SHOE CO.
360 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
(Money Refunded If Not Satisfied)

Gregory’s

The Flavor
Is Roasted In!

WHITE
HOUSE
COFFEE

CLOVERDALE
SPECIALS

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

A PATRIOTIC INTEREST

FIFTY PERCENT OFF

Is Being Shown in the Citizens’ Mil
itary Training Camp Movement.

The patriotic interest of business
concerns throughout the country in
the Citizens’ Military Training Camp
movement is being demonstrated In
many ways, and its last generous and
most substantial contribution to the
cause is that of the Eastern Adver
tising Company in offering to place
in 2000 ears and busses throughout
New England car cards rarrying ap
propriate publicity with reference to
these camps.
The railroad com
panies of New England have also of
fered to conspicuously jiost the large
posters prepared for that purpose in
their railroad stations.
Postmasters throughout New Eng
land. taking advantage of the au
thority extended by John H. Bartlett,
First Assistant Postmaster General,
and McKenzie Moss, Assistant Sec
retary, Treasury Department, are
showing great interest not only In
exhibiting these posters, but in dis
tributing application blanks, assist
ing the applicant in his preparation
of them, and In furnishing informa
tion to all interested parties. Many
industries and other business con
cerns and professions are encourag
ing young men in the employment to
attend the camps, and affording them
the opportunity to so attend without
loss of their salary for the month
necessary for such attendance.
Certainly thoqe interested in this
great movement for the betterment
of the youth of the country have
every reason to be encouraged by the
demonstration from all sources of a
support that spells success for the
movement.

ON ALL OUR 1924 GOODS
STILL GOING ON

Polychromes............20c Varnish Tiles ... ... 25c
Harmonillas............. 15c Oatmeals........... ...10c
Borders and Bands to Match
: : at the : :

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
33-35

Hub Shoe Store
286 MAIN STREET

SPECIAL
480 Pairs Ladies’

NEWEST STYLE
$5.00 AND $6.00

SHOES

WINTER SONG OF THE BEACH

(For Tlie Courier-Gazette]
I’ll not airig you a song of tlie ocean.
For it does not appeal to nx>.
Hut I’ll sing a iwing of Revere Beach
In answer lo Nankey Lee

’

ALL HEELS AND SIZES

$1.95

I met a charming mermaid
Last summer by the sea,
And I saw on the stage at the Howard
A girl that I’m sure was she.

Tlie mermaida I know are not sleeping
Down on the sands of the »ea.
The’re at Filene’s and Jordan’s In day-time
And they’re sleeping at home—maybe.
And so, under the light electric,
While me winter winds do blow,
I’ll sing you a song of Revere Beach—
If you hear It please let ine know.
Jack-every-lnch-a-sailor.
Revere Beach. Mass.

lub Shoe Store
MAIN ST.

Wirffleld Spiller, formerly of the
Samoset staff, was elected road com
missioner in Mechanic Falls Monday,
receiving 229 votes out of 309 cast.
Newspaper despatches refer to it as
the surprise of the town meeting

OPP. V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

5 I

DRESSED CALVES

EARTHQUAKE
INSURANCE

LIVE AND DRESSED
POULTRY
EGGS, APPLES, ETC

PROMPT RETURNS
T. H. WHEELERCO.
I

>3

We are pfepared to further protect
your property against loss or dam
age caused by earthquake at very
low rates.

A RELIABLE
COMMISSION HOUSE

93-101 Clinton St.
BOSTON
lM-tt-Th

MAYNARD S. BIRD & CO.
14 School Street

Rockland, Me.
/

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENTB
March' 18-21—Rockland Automobile aad
Radio Show at the Arcade
March 19—Chapman concert In First Bap
tist church.
March 19—Masquerade dane€ at the Coun
try Qub.
March 19-20—Benefit Minstrels In Rock
port
March TO—-Vinalhaven Food Fair.
(March 20—City schools close.
March 20—Address by B. C. Redonnet, of
Wiscasset, auspices Women’s Educational
Club, in Methodist vestry.
March 21—Civil Service Examination at
Rockland Post Office.
I
March 21—Young Folks’ convention at
Methodist church, Rockland.
March 21- First day uf spring.
March 32-Aprlt5.—Singing revival, First
Baptist church.
March 25—Class of *21 lllgb School Bene
fit Dance—Arcade.
March 27—Basketball—Lynn, Mass., vs R.
H S (boys)
It H S. vs Old Timers (gljls,
March 30—City schools reopen.
March 30—Thomaston town meeting.
March 30 Annual meeting Irf Shakespeare
Society with Mrs. 4. A. Jameson, North Main (
street.
March 31, April 1-3—Farmers’ Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 2 —Thomaston—Easter Fair at Con
gregational church.
April 3—Rockport—“Cheer
Up Chad,”
auspices of Dumalquas class of Baptist 8. 8.
at Union hall.
April 7—Knox County Supreme Court con
venes.
April 12—Easteb Sunday.
April 17- Address, “The Care of our De
fectives, Doltaquenta and Dependents,” by
Gru-be B. Cornish, auspices Woman’s Educa
tional Club at Methodist vestry.
April 22-2/—Annual conference of Metho
dist Eoiscopal Churches In Auguste.
May 10—Mothers’ Day.

Tryvge Heistad of Rockport has
)>een pledged to the Maine Alpha
Compter of Tau Beta Pi, un engi
neering fraternity.

Less than a
league baseball.

month

to *<HaJor

Ther? will be no story hour kt the
Public Library Saturday mornfrig.

Importation of Wet Goods Last Night the Baptist Men’s
League Heard One of
Into Thomaston Brings
Maine’s Finest Orators.
Down the Officers.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

The radio brought news of a bad
fire in Miami last night, with fop# of
lives.
Arthur Marchand of the
rner
Drug Store is spending a week' vacation in Lewiston.

3

To the Women

Man to Man!

Mt. Battie Lodge of Camden1 has
been invited to confer the second de
gree for Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows
next Monday night.

Many years we have handled a
very exclusive and desirable line

of Men’s Coats.

Winslow’-Holbrook Auxiliary dew
ing Circle will meet in Legion hall
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock with
picnic supper.
All members are in
vited.

We are partially prepared to

supply your early Spring needs

from our Ready to Wear De
partments.

English Top Coats
English Gabardine and

Each day brings new arrivals.

Let us know your wants and we

Rain Coats

can surely fill them.

of all descriptions for our sum

Over in Lewiston between- the
halves of the basketball games the
fans find diversion by tossing onto
the floor pennies which have been
heated over a burning match.
The
kids scramble for the coins and. the
crowd goes into gales of laughter, ac
cording to the Lewiston JojtiFnal.
Lewiston fans evidently believe in
getting their money’s worth.

mer trade and wo find that a
great many of the men in Rock

land and vicinity do not know it.
Mon—

If you ara in t^wn come and
look at them.

If you are out of

town and the road conditions are
so bad that you cannot come let

us supply your wants by parcel
post or American Express.

We invito your inspection.

Qn the photograph studio of Jack
Pillsbury may be seen a notable
group picture, the members of which
are Harvey Firestone, Thomas. A.
Edison and Raymond Bird. It Is not
known just when they met, but there
is a suspicion that Jack was the
means of bringing these notable^ to-’
gather.
The picture will have a
place of honor in Bay Bird’s camp.

We

pay all charges.

First Spring Opening of TRIMMED HATS
SATURDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 21

It is said to be a fact that Mont
Trainer is about to take up golf.
The past presidents fill the chairs
James F. Carver has volunteered to 1
loan him his own hand-book, "Ten tonight at the meeting of the Relief
} Corps. They will also have charge
Easy Lessons.”
i of the entertainment. A public supChaplain Percy J. CHfford of the per wlH be ««rved at « o’clock to
____
,__ I which the past presidents are to be
Steamer Norunjbega is off the
Stute ______
Prison _________
nddreaaed __
the __
Knox
Ministerial Association Monday. The speciiaI sueets. It is hoped that a j ways at the South Railway, and be
meeting was held ill the Methodist ^ood crowd will attend as plans for ing, put In readiness for summer ser
church, Thomaston.
a ro" eal1 wln be completed. There vice.
___
| is also plenty for tfle patchwork dub
• ' .
One of the city fire engines was
April 1C Is the date of the James to do.
toted to the corner of Broadway and
F- Sears Hose Co.'s annual levee and
gift ball, which will be held In Ha- ! Writing to The Courier-Gazette Rankin streets yesterday to thaw ou:
vener hall, with music by Marston's from Vinalhaven, William L. Knowl culverts and relieve the flooded con
Orchestra. Capt. George W. Wheel ton says: "I used to work in Rock dition In that territory.
er. I.ieut. Adelbert dark. Raymond land for Gen. Davis Tillson, years
The odd Fellows will meet at theii
Clark, Frank Stevens and Jqe King I ago. and many is the time I hard rid
den by his side. I helped build that hall at 1 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
are In charge.
•
'
iron fence around his estate at cor to attend the funeral of the late
Members of the United Order of ner of Main and Middle streets, near- Charles A Sylvester. The Odd Fel
Golden Cross are making plans to ' b' 50 years ago- I am 71 years old low service will be conducted.
attend the session of the Grand Com- I an<I have been a member of the I. O.
mandery of Maine and the reception j O. F. for 45 years, belonging to what
William D. Talbot, Mrs. Emma Froin Portland, April 14th und 15th. ' they say is the oldest lodge In Knox hotk, Mr. and Mrs. John Newman
On the night of the 14th there will County, the lodge in that fine'Aofcn Miss Beatrix Flint and Miss Annie
lie a reception and minstrel review, of Union. I am told that Ttther McLaughlin have returned from a
and the Grand Commandery will ! lodges came to the front at the StSme buying trip in New York, made in
time. but for some reason did not the interests of the W. O. Hewett Co
meet on the next day.
stand the heat of summer and the
' »
____
—
On a wave of singing, the special cold of winter.”
Combination Chemical No. 2 goes
l<»e -Easter services known as “The
i to Portland today where she will be
Singing Revival." will begin next
Writing from 1950 Flagler Terrace I equipped with a Northern 350-gallon
Sunday at the First Baptist church. Miami, Fla., Mrs. Levi G. Copeland rotary pump. Capt. William HodgThree hundred new hymn books have expresses the pleasure she has taken don of Central Fire Station is taking
been secured for the meetings and in solving the crossword puzzles her up and will supervise the Instal
carpenters are now at work enlarg which have come to her in eacl; is lation which will take, about 10 days.
ing the choir platform for the use «f sue of The Courier-Gazette,' dnd
adds; "This is truly the land o{,|u|nthe growing -church choir.
Rockland Lodge of Perfection will
sjiine and flowers, but Maine is good
communicate the Ineffable degrees
Holt's Hollyhocks defeated Scho enough for me. There are beautiful 4th to 13th inclusive, at Masonic
field's Stars in a six-string match at flowers here but none more beautiful Temple tomorrow afternoon, and
the Star alleys Tuesday night hy the than we have in Maine The birds Rockland Council Princes of Jerusa
impolite margin of 152 pins.
Mrs. are wonderful singers; some are lem will confer the 14th degree and
McRae broke into the century class quite tame and will fly near us» and i communicate the 16th degree in the
with a string of 105. The summary: come right to the door for a hath in . evening. There will he a banquet at
Schofield's Stars—Schofield, 498; Mrs. a pail of water which we keep for , 6.30.
Norcross, 436; Miss Pease, 439; total. that purpose. In the morning they
1S73.
Holt's Hollyhocks—diolt, 582; ! awake me with the songs; Mr.
Aurora Lodge, F. & A. M. observed
Mis. McRae. 487; Mrs. Record, 466; Copeland and I expect to return to
Maine sometime next month."
Past Masters’ night last night, with
”>tnl' 1525'
____
}
about 170 members in attendance.
David Goldberg returned to Ruston The officers for the evening were:
Tlie radio committee of the Chamher of Commerce met yesterday to:‘ast n«ht after a brief visit with George T. Stewart, W. M.; James A.
Richan, S. W.; Edward O'B. Gonia,
_
.
Rnolrlonn frisann.a 1-1 o envu thr
discuss that hete nojr of all fans—in Rockland friends. He says that the .1. W.; Frank C. Flint, treasurer: Al
terference. Those present were F. newspaper accounts of his recent ac bert H. NewberL secretary: Asa 14
W. Farrell. L. W. Fickett. James F. cident in Woburn were greatly St- Clair, chaplain; Frank A. Peter
Carver, Orel E- Davies, Dr. W M. garbled and that the tragedy was son, marshal; Freeman A. Stanley, S.
accidental. Contrary to the
Spear, *R. Waldo Tyler, E. B. San- purely
newspaper reports he did not leave | D.: Edward C. Payson, J. D.; Benjasom, chairman and E. W..MacDon
the scene of the accident until he had I min J. Philbrook, S. &; Judson I.
ald. Messrs. Sansom, Davies and
assisted the two young women sur- ' Crouse, J. ,S.; Rodney I. Thompson,
Fickett were appointed a committee i
to t ike tin t he matter of int^^rence I v,vors and saw them ,,n their wa>’ t0
The specials were Benjamin
with MrRoister of Boston inspector ' the hospital. The young woman who S. Whitehouse, William D. Talbot,
R r thN dMrict
inspector
dungero^ con. Dana D Wright> Rubert v. ^venson.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
I

+1

t

Singing
Revival
Come and Sing
in the
Old Fashioned Way
Welcome to
Rich and Poor

Special Choirs
Beginning

March 22

I
T

A silver tongued orator came to
If Danie Burner is to be believed
Thomaston has been an oasis in the Rockland last night, and before the
League delivered a
Knox County desert the past three Baptist Men’s
days. The story has it that a whole thrilling address on “The Dawn of a
Formerly of Portland,
truckload of spirituous liquors ar New Day.”
rived there early Sunday evening, and Rev. James F. Albion, is now located
that the sacredness of the day did in Brunswick, and on whatever top
not prevent a pretty general celebra- j ic it is always a source of pleasure
tion of that interesting but tabooed to listen to him.
"Fin impressed with your live, en
event.
Booze is said to have run
more freely than rum from the West terprising, wideawake city, and with
Indies did in the old pod augur (lavs. your remarkable club; you are aliive;
Dame Rumor also says that the said l)r. Albion, and he told la ii
booze was brought to Stockton aipusing story to illustrate the ad
Springs by a boot-legger now lan jective.
Dr. Albion’s address had for its
guishing in jail, and was surrepti
tiously removed from the hide with text some of the lessons of the World
out his knowledge or consent.
Be War. A lurid light flashed over the
that as it may the cargo arrived in world in 1914, and we have a new
We are in the very early
Thomaston after a somewhat devious vision.
passage resulting somewhat disas part of the new dawn, and even now
trously to certain mail boxes along one wonders •vvhal^ the youngest
the route. Mr. Volstead’s hair, if he among us will see in 1945 and 1955.
still has any, would have assumed Historians ol' the coining generation
a strictly vertical position if he could j will write that in 11(14 Vegan a
have seen the pyrotechnics *lhnt fol great epoch.
The old passions and problems are
lowed when the forbidden juices be
still here, but we see God as we have
gan to circulate.
An aftermath of the event is said not seen him before in this genera
Men once blamed God for
to have been the raid which was tion.
made in Thomaston yesterday by the war, but they are not saying that
They are looking into their
Deputy Sheriffs Rokes and Orheton. today.
Visiting th^ premises of a Mr- own hearts, and realizing that it was
Olsen they iwne a pretty thorough man’s inhumanity to man that
We see de
survey of the scenery, a picturesque brought on that war.
feature of which is an old fashioned,, mocracy in a new light and we see
well.
They didn’t happen to see1 materialism in a ndw light.
The great war was a tremendous
the old oaken bucket which made the
Il cost
song famous, hut did notice an empty indictment of materialism.
pork barrel in the mouth of the well. , 13,000.000 lives, $292,000,000,000 in
The search in lhat direction would property and left 17,000.000 cripplesprobably have ended then and there 1 Look into the widows’ homes today.
America doesn’t believe in
war.
if the hawk-eyed sleuth from Rock
port hadn’t observed that the ice : It is using its great wealth wonder
fully, but we have one great tempta
was upside down.
"Looks as if that barrel had been tion—we are thinking of profits and
percents.
Our profits have no real
moved lately,” quoth E. Stuart.
We need to cherish
Ami forthwith he lifted the barrel. permanency.
our faith and our hopes.
We need
“Ah, ha!” exclaimed he.
to
put
o.ur
minds
on tlie pntblems that
Disclosed to view were five boxes
The "new day”
which gave forth a gurgling sound as ever confront us.
the two deputies hoisted them to the demands it.
Dr. Albion criticised the small per
surface.
Gurgling noises in boxes brought centage of votes cast in the national
from a well would lead, in these in elections, as illustrating the lack of
nocent days, to the conclusion that interest that the people show in mat
ters concerning their own welfare.
the content was mineral water.
Ka\%nond Bowler and Ralph Hanna
But the deputies did not need spec
tacles to see that such was not the ol the High ,y*hool faulty were ad
case.
"Mountain Dew Whiskey,” mitted to membership in the Men’s
read the labels. The five cases were League last night.
The April meeting will he a notable
loaded in a motor oar
d shortly
thereafter reposed in the rong room one, as the League is to have the
Grand Army veterans as
guests.
of the Court House.
»
Randall Jones, who is said to have There will be a special menu, decora
Rev. H. I. Holt
claimed the liquor was due for trial tions and music.
in Rockland Municipal Court this of Camden, a great favorite with the
forenoon.
Civil War veterans will be the speak

er, and the address will be delivered

Manager Dondis of 'Strand Theatre in the auditorium, with other guests.
has booked for all next \yeek the Par Arthur L. Orne, Walter IL Butler,
amount Girls’ Musical Comedy, with Ernest <’ ,Pa vis and F. .1. Bicknell
Steve Mills and Edna Evelyn.
The will be the spdciifl committee in
/
Troupe advertises clean comedy, charge.
snappy numbers and special scenery,
vsdth three changes of program dur
The Junior girls of the I’oekland
ing the week.
High School will hold a food sale at

First
Baptist Church

Fuller-Cobb-Davis next Suturday at
proceeds for the equipment
2 o’clock proce
New High School.—adv.
fuml of the Ni

Wood Sleeper, an expert caterer of
many years' experience Is now in
charge of the Brookelde Lunch-

— 3.1-31

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

.-

Successor

’S

to

COBB’S
THIS

WEEK

WftL ALL PERSONS
’

FRESH KILLED NATIVE FOWL AND YEARLINGS............... 29c
WONDERFUL SPINACft, PECK

........... ....................... .. *... 23c

Having any claims against
Sitsby Hospital please send
at once to the undersigned
for payment.
Harriet Silaby Frost
399 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

EVERYTHING THAT’S DESIRABLE IN MEATS AND FISH
: : IN VEGETABLES : :
ARTICHOKES,
CELERY,
TOMATQES,
CUCUMBERS
PEPPERS, BRUSSEL SPROUTS, LETTUCE, NEW BEETS
NEW CARROTS, NEW CABBAGE, SWEET POTATOES
STRAWBERRIES, GRAPE FRUIT, ORANGES, GRAPES
TANGERINES, APPLES, BANANAS
■'

■■ ■

1

1 . ..................... ..

*

' EVERYTHING NEW IN FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS

34-36

Woolwich. A§7.00a.m., f7.30a.ni,. flJO’i.m.,
f5.30p. m.
f Daily,except Sunday.

A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool*
/rich.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. I . HARRIS,
9-28-24 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen'1 Passenger Agt

,

MARRIED

Pierpor.t-Fruticli Ritnorville, Mtirch 11. by
Missionary W. E. Overloek. Arthur Pit rpon’
uf Washington and Miss Lizzie G. French ot
Somerville.

DIED
!

i
I
j
|
i

Sylvester-'Hockland, March 18, Charles A.
Sylvester, aged 42 years, 1 month, 1 day.
Funeral Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock from
late residence '.!) Camden street.
Field IliH-klaml. Mar» h 17. Fittnceo (Far
well) widow of .llnlge Walbridge A Field
and daughter of the late lion Nathan A.
and -I. <L Farwell.
Interment in Forest
llill.v cemetery.
.
Bryant—Rockport. March 1(1, Sadie M..
wife of Isaac Bryant, aged -*»9 years
Carver Vinalhaven, March 17, Sarah .1.,
widow of William E. Carver, aged S3 years,
7 months, 27 days.
Cunningham Warren, March 1(1, Prank
Cunningham, aged 80 years, 9 mouths,
days.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to exmul through the columns' of
The Courier-Gazette our full appreeiatiiMi of
Ihe kindnsses so universally given us during
the illness and deatsi of our loved one.
Mra. F A. Mngiine, Frank L. Magune, Rob
ert B. Magune
Kockport, March 18.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON ANO SWAN’S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANSEKZ“7
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
8. 1924?
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
at 5.311 A M.
for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Koek’and.
Reluming leaves R«> 1 an I at 1.30 I’. M.
for Vinalhaven, North Haun. Stonington and
Swau\s Island.
B. II STINSON,
General Agent.
Rockland, Maine. Oct 6, 1924„

Wooster’s
Swift’s Premium Ham, whole or half, lb. . . 35c
l

(15 to 18 pounds each)

Swift's Premitim Ham, whole or half, lb. . . 35c
(8 to 10 pounds each)

b A N C E
Saturday Night
TEMPLE HALL
: : Music by t i

Dean’s Orchestra

KNOWLTON’S

1925

1855

Elsewhere in these columns ap
pears a^call for all of the loyal mem
bers of the class of '21 to assemble
tomorrow night at 7 o'clock sharp at
the American Legion rooms. Lime
rock street. The cause of the gath
ering is a discussion and completion
;of arrangements for the big 1921 High
School Fund beneltt dance which is
to be held In the Arcade. March 25.

All women workers at Community
The big event of the dancing
Fair are invited to attend a joint
meeting of the Parent-Teacher As
season
is scheduled for
sociation and the Rocklund School
and Community Improvement As
MARCH 25
sociation which convenes in the Post
Office, second floor, tomorrow after
: : At the :
It is at this time
»
’
I dition at the hospital is recovering Edward K- Gould, Edward R. Keene noon nt 4 o’clock.
that
the
Parent-Teacher
group
will
The degrees
I am prepared, to assist In making rapidly and will probably he die- and Edwin H. Maxey.
ARCADE
decide the exact disposition of their
out income tax returns. Robert Col charged in about ten days. The ad- were conferred upon Donald L. Karl
fund.
journed
hearing
in
Woburn
MuniciJohn
A.
Fifield,
Frederick
L.
Hull,
lin's. 3?5 Main street- Tel. 77. 27-tf
Grindell’s Peerless Orches.
paJ Court will take place March 25. William H. Rhodes and Warren EtSecretary Newbert directed
There will be n supper nt 6 o’clock
Mr. Goklherg received many assur Hill.
Balloon and Favor Dances
ances of sympathy while in Rock attention to the fact that Capt. J. Friday night in Odd Fellows hall with
A West Virginia preacher
Frank Greecry was celebrating his the basketball and hockey boys as
turned prohibition officer,
land' All the newest wrinkles
60th anniversary as a member of the honor guests.
Friends of the teams
was shot and killed by a
It will sure be the
Mrs. B. D. Daniels has returned lodge, and a great round of applause sufficient to bring the total up to 70
boot-legger the other day.
Kat’s Whiskers
Capt. will be Invited.
The hostesses will
Thus far no one has ce<i.-* from Boston with a very choice line was given for the latter.
nected the Kian with h's
ot spring millinery and is now’ ready Gregory is the second oldest member be Airs. J, H. FJpnagnn, Mrs. P. A.
’CMON UP
for business with plenty of trimmed of Aurora, being antedated about Jones, Mrs. L. II. Green, Mrs. F A.
demise—that will come
later.
hats, and in two weeks will have a one year by Capt Andrew Gray. Maxey. Mrs. Murphy and Mrs. A. C.
wonderful Easter display at 18 Wads- ' Capt. Gregory is also an active officer MeLoon.
High School Fund Benefit
—Ku Klux Kian.
worth street.—adv.
34-35
of the Chapter, present every night.
DuYlng "Know Maine” week Black
1'
n‘1 i-y .Wi
Class ’21
Bosse is Boss
& Gay Canners, Inc., had an exhibit
in the Window of Hastings dry goods
store, the proprietors of which of
MAINE CENTRAL*RAILROAD
fered a pair of two-d'ollar kid gloves
Eastern Standard Time
t
' Trains Leave Rockland for
jo the person finding errors which
Augusta. AJ7.00ai. m., f7.30 a. m., fl 10 p- m.
had purposely been made. The prize
Bangor, A§7 00a. m., f7.30a. m., |1 lOp.in.
Was won by Mrs. Elmer Wltham, who
Boston, A(7.00a. m., |7.30a. ni.. tl-10 p. m.
found two errors.
Oceanville was
Brunswick, AjT.OOa.m., f7.30a.tn., tl-lOp.in.,
wrongly located on the map, and a f5.$0 p. m.
Lewiston. A(7.00 a. m., f7.30a. ni., fl-10 p. ni.
canning factory was attributed to
New York, fl.lOp. m.
Rockland, where this corporation has
Portland, A§7.00a. m., f7.30a. m., fl.lOp.in.,
|5.30
p. m.
noneWaterville. A§7.00 a.m., f7.30a.rn., fl.lOp. ni.

SPECIALS

DR. ALBION SPOKE

A STRONG WELL

With Knowlton on the Saxophone.

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law

Native Fowl, lb....................... ......................... 35c
Legs Lamb, lb............................... ..................... 35c
Spinach,
Dandelion Greens,
Beet Greens,
Iceberg Lettuce, Celery, Cucujnbers
Cauliflower,
Radish,
Sweet Potatoes

New Maple Syrup
Maine Maid Pie Crust, package................... 25c

SATURDAY ONLY
3 Large Loaves Consolidated Bread for 25c

GEORGE A. WOOSTER MARKET
Telephone 600

Free Delivery

A GABARDINE TOP COAT
With Skinner Satjn Yoke and Sleeve Liniftg3 for

$28.00
Makes a good Coat for Spring. I have some to
show ready to wear
Official Resident Merchant for
INTERNATIONAL TAILORING CO.
'
and ED. V. PRICE & CO.

C. A. HAMILTON
ROCKLAND

442 MAIN STREET.

PERRY’S MARKETS
80 TILLSON AVE.

428 MAIN STREET

Butter 42c lb
________ CREAMERY—CUT FROM TUB

Salt Pork lb 22c
Compound Lard, lb. 15c
Bulk Olives, qt. ... 55c
Pint...................... 30c
Fresh Bulk Dates, 2
lbs................... .... . 25c
Stuffed Dates, pkg. . 10c
Walnut Stuffed Dates,
lb........................... 49c
Aluminum Oats, large
package............... 29c
Seeded Raisins, 3
packages............. 25c
Milk, tall cans 3 cans 25c
Large Can Pineapple
can........................ 28c
Pea Beans, quart ... 15c
Calif. Pea Beans, qt. 18c
June Peas, 2 cans . . 29c
Campbell’s Soup, can 10c
Codfish Cakes, can .. 20c
Pink Salmon, can . . 15c

Jell-O, all flavors,
pkg......................
Excelsior Coffee, lb.
Salada Tea, ’/2' H>*
pkg........................
Slack Salted Pollock
lb....................... ..
Cream Tartar, 1 lb.
pkg........................
Ivory Salt, box ....
Bulk Tea, good qual
ity, lb.....................
Codfish Bits, lb.........
Strip Codfish, lb. . . .
Codfish Middles, lb...
Finnan Haddie, lb...
Boneless Herring, lb.
Scaled Hering, box...
Dixie Bacon, lb. ...
Spiced Pig’s Feet, lb.
Tripe, pickled, 3 lbs.
Sage Cheese, lb. ...

10c
45c

45c
12c
,

34c
10c
50c
15c
21c
29c
15c
35c
25c
30c
15c
25c
25c

Stew Veal lb 30c
LAMB
35c Lb.
LEG

LAMB
45c Lb.
CHOPS

LAMB
15c Lb.
RIBS

ROUND STEAK
FIRST CUTS 35c; SECOND CUTS 30p
FINEST QUALITY HEAVY CHICAGO BEEF

Baker’s Cocoa, large
can.......................
Graham Flour, 5 lb.
bag ......................
Sawyer’s Ammonia,
large bottle.........
Eagle Milk, large can
C r apefruit, large can
Quaker Oats, large
pkg........................
Granulated Sugar, lb

Fig Bars, lb.......... .. .
18c i Baker’s Chocolate,
cake.....................
30c P- G. Soap, 2 cakes..
Sawyer’s Ammonia,
30c
medium bottle ...
19c rorn Flakes, pkg. . .
25c Shredded Wheat pkg
Ouaker Oats, reg pkg
24c Frosting Sugar, lb....
7c Cocoa, 2 lb. pkg. .. .

15c
18c
9c

15c
10c
11c
10c
10c
22c

STEW BEEF—Lean, No Bone, Lb.................. 20c
FRANKFORTS—Finest Quality, Lb. ..... 18c
CLOVERBLOOM BUTTER, Lb...................... 50c
FOWL—All Sizes, Lb..................................... 35c
FRESH EGGS—Natives, Dozen........... . . . 35c
SPINACH—Fresh, Crisp, Peck...............-.. 25c
PURE MAPLE SYRUP, Quart.................. 75c
SMOKED SHOULDERS, Lb................ 17c, 19c
NEW CABBAGE—Fresh, Firm Heads, Lb. 8c
CUCUMBERS—Long Green, Each........... 25c
FRESH RIPE TOMATOES, Lb..................... 30c
GRAPE FRUIT—Full of Pep, Each. . . 5c, 10c
ORANGES—J>weet and Juicy, Doz. .. 40c, 53c
BEST WALNUTS—Special Bargain, Lb. . . 30c
MACARONI-SPAGHETTI, 3 Pkgs.............. 25c

Flour Special?
Norman R $1.23
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
2:00 O'CLOCK TO 4:00 O’CLOCK
Positively Not On Sale Any Other Time At This
Price

""*

CASH AND CARRY

SAVE AND ENJOY THE DIFFERENCE

Page Four

Every*Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 19, 1925.

Welcome to Rockland’s First Auto Show
WHAT

IS

DOING

AT THE

SHOW

A Pen Picture of Who and What Was To Be Seen At
the Opening Performance—A List of Entries.

Rockland
Automobile Show

A FLINT AUTObiography
(THE STORY OF A DEMONSTRATOR WHOSE CHASSIS WILL BE

ROCKLAND'S

AUTOMOBILE

ON DISPLAY AT THE ROCKLAND AUTO SHOW)

SHOW

I am a model 55. I was brought up by Th, Flint Motor Company. a division of The Loco
mobile Company of America.
Mf MAKE ia the result of years of experi ence—constant improvement, in fact, the best
known to W. C. Durant, famous pioneer auto builder and his engineers, put into a car and called
the Flint; a promise fulfilled by Mr. Durant that when he perfected an automobile GOOD ENOUGH
he would name it the Flint after his own beloved city, Flint, Michigan.
MY CONSTRUCTION. When at the show go over my chassis carefully. You will find the
evidence of real goodnese in every detail.
'
,
A SEVEN BEARING CRANKSHAFT. Essentially an expensive featui4. Reduces vibration

This week sees history being made in this city in the presen
tation of the first Rockland Automobile Show which is now in
progress at the Arcade and will continue through Saturday night.
The necessity for such an institution has been keenly felt and
the present show gives Rockland its proper place among progres
sive Maine cities. This county is peculiarly fertunate in possess
ing an excepticnal number of fine garages whose owners, co
operating with the great body of car owners and the partici
pating car dealers permit an exceptionally fina display which
will be of undoubted-interest and benefit to the great body called
the automobile interested public. Welcome to Rockland's first
automobile show.

NOW ON
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
1:00 TO 10:00 P. M.

AT THE ARCADE
. KIRK & CLAFFEY’S ORCHESTRA

well beyond the point experienced in other cars with less bearing surface.
A TUBULAR BACKBONE. Found on no other six-cylinder car. Increases chassis rigidity,
improves riding, protects body from road Strains*
IMPROVED MOTOR SUSPENSION. Engine mounted INSIDE the frame at FOUR point* on
a frame support.
POWERFUL QUIET L-HEAD MOTOR.

ADMISSION.... 25 CENTS

Without undue ostentation or blow
ing of trumpets Rockland saw her
first automobile she>4 open lafit
night In the Arcade. Eleven well
known makes were represented—
large gathering at the Saints church
Hudson. Essex, Packard,
Buick.
VINALHAVEN
FORD
BALLOONS
NOW
Sunday night at a farewell service as
Cadillac, Chevrolet, Nash. Ford, ApMarguerite Chapter, O. E. S., held he may be transferred after the Con
person. Star and Flint- In addition
its regular meeting Monday evening vention to other fields. He left with Hereafter These Tires Will
the Fireproof Garage had an acces
his
family
Monday
for
Independence.
at Masonic hall.
Be Standard Equipment sory booth and George Roberts & Co.
Mo., where the Saints are holding a
The pupils of Vinalhaven High national council.
Elder Minton
an automobile insurance table. The
On All Models.
School are having examinations this has won a great popularity during
decorative scheme was that of Com
week.
his stay here.
Services will con
Probably the most important news munity Fair with additions. The
Walker Fifield arrived Tuesday for tinue as usual.
ceiling beams bore festoons of color
in automobile circles during the last
a few days stay In town.
ed paper with several strips of cloth
Samuel Cohen returned Tuesday
week
was
the
announcement
that
extending atop, the length of the
MOUNT PLEASANT
from Rockland.
balloon tires are to be furnished as hall.
The one big
decorative
Fred Morong has been spending a
Mrs. Mary (Sherer) Bisbee died at optional equipment on all types of feature was the startling frame for
few dalys in town with his family
the Flint and Star exhibits. The
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Brown were the home of her son Douglas Thurs Ford cars. This is probably the western end of the building was
day night. Mrs. Bisbee was a sym greatest recognition given balloons
In Rockland Tuesday.
made tight with wall board and on
Miss Sarah Smith left Wednesday pathizing friend and neighbor and , since their introduction on the mar it painted a Russian background,
for a few days visit In Rockland and her loss is mourned by many friends
as well as relatives.
She was 80 ket. and should prove an impetus to weird and fantastic to a degree, and
Camden.
withal most attractive It was light
their popularity.
Elder H. V. Minturn and family years of age and had lived here over
ed by two powerful flood lights
20
years.
Her
husband.
William
Bis

The
Ford
Motor
Company
has
long
.
left Monday for Missouri.
The fu been interested in balloon tires and which brought out Its sharp color
Mrs. C. B. Vinal and Mrs. E. C. bee, died a few years ago.
contrasts. Miss Katy Turner was the
neral
was
held
Sunday.
Rev.
C. D.
McIntosh whose birthdays fall on
has been carrying on experiments artist. Kirk and Claffey's Orchestra
Paul
of
Warren,
officiating.
The
the same date entertained friends at
with them for some time. Its de furnished music.
cards Monday evening at the home floral tributes were many and beau
• • * •
cision
to supply balloons comes only
tiful.
of the former. Lunch was served.
The Snow-Hudson Co occupies
after
severe
tests
which,
coupled
The epidemic Is still with us and
the flrst booth, showing an Essex 6
the doctors are being kept on the
with the good results obtained by in- ■ Coach—a Hudson Coach Sedan and a
PALERMO
nwye day and night.
dividual owners, have proven these ' Packard Straight Eight. George W.
Doris Grady is home after a visit
Wr. and Mrs. Bert Green have
tires to be thoroughly practical for Snow is in charge, assisted by
moved to Hallowell where they re with her aunt at Weeks' Mills.
Daniel and Fred Snow and Forrest
Mr. and Mrs. George Fuller of Ford cars.
cently bought a farm
Brazier.
The trustees of Vnlon church will Weeks' Mills were weekend guests of
To compensate for the harder
George W. Roberts has an auto.in
hold a Food Fair in the vestry March Mrs. Fuller’s parents.
steering with balloon tires, a special; surance table at the corner space
Roy Trask has purchased a farm tn steering gear with a greater reduc- '
20.
from which he talks his line and
j tion will be Installed on all cars gives amusing llustrntions of what
Mrs. Sarah J. Carver, widow of Liberty.
Mrs. Amelia Bradstreet of East carrying these tires.
William E. Carver, died Tuesday
happened to Teddy with and without
morning at her home aged 83 years. Palermo was a guest Monday of her
Balloons to be furnished for new Gabriel Snubbers.
Funeral services will be Friday at 11 sister Margie Norton.
Ford cars will be of standard size
The big Rockland Motor Mart ex-*
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Grady were 29x4.4ft. straight side and mounted hlbtt occupies the eastern end in
o'clock a. m. at he home.
Obituary
guests Sunday of relatives at Weeks’ on wood wheels. This equipment j
in next issue.
charge of Manager Harry 11. IJansElder Harvey Minton spoke to a Mills.
will be available at a comparatively I com and Sidney Copeland, who dem/
small additional cost to the new ear onstrate the high lights of the Chdilpurchaser.
lac Victoria, the most expensive car
Arrangements have ateo been made) at the show; the Buick Standard Six
for providing dealers with balloon j Coupe; the Buick Master Six Se
HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS WORD PUZZLE
tire equipment so that any Ford car dan and the Master Six Standard
Whea ike correct letters are placed In the white apncea thia pnr.rle wil owner who desires to do
so can Coachapell words both vertically nnd horlsoatally. The firat letter In each word It
change over from high pressure tires.
Proprietor R. H. Philbrick of Sea
Indicated by a number, which refere to tho definition llated below the puasle
Distribution of the new balloon View Garage was the first man to get
Thaw Na. 1 under the column headed “horlsental” deflnea a word which will 111
tire equipment has been made to his cars into the Arcade, landing them
the white spaces a* ta the first black square to the r^ht. and a number unde
•‘vertical” defines a ward which will fill the white squares to the next block om Ford dealers and Is now available to i at the height of Tuesday's storm, liut
below. No letters go la the black spaces. All words used nrc dictionary words present and prospective Ford own- J
the sturdy Chevrolet* show no sign
aacept proper names. Abbreviation, slang, Initials, technical terms and obsa
ers—adv.
of weather.
The 1925 - Superi-glate farms ars Indicated In tbs definitions.
Chtvrolet Coach ar.d the Superior
Sedan ars there in the big center
CLARK ISLAND
space together with the Nash Ad
vanced Six two-door Coach—a line
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baum Jiave ' recently' taken over by the Sea View,
II
1/0
returned to their home after spend l Sales Manager H R. Mullen is in
ing the winter in New'York and i charge of the exhibit with the capaIS
Philadelphia.
; ble assistance of Fred Cates and sev
Mrs. Mary Rowland has returned eral members of the Sea View staff,
It
from an extended visit with her i The Apperson section comes in for
It
208
111
daughters In Lawrence, Mass.
more than passing attention, not only
Everett Baum has leased the John because of the two handsome cars
|2V
son bungalow for the season
Arthur Richards arrived in town
IT
Tuesday night.
Mrs. Andrew Emmons and grand
|35
il
15 2
55
daughter of Rockland have been
guests at the home of R. E. Doherty.
Miss Mary Maker spent the week
it
end in Rockland, the guest of her
aunt.
aTT
Hi
42
>Jiss Winifred Williams of the Post
Office spent her vacation in Portland
48
r+/
4t
and Boston.
Supt. Hocking, who has been 111
54
TT
52
55
for the past few days at his Tenant's
Harbor home, is again on the iob.
l,ew Hart is razing his house and
|5?
58
TT
intends to erect a bungalow on the
same spot.
162
65
The Fairy play recently given by
the pupils of Miss Shirley Doherty's
167
school was well attended and was a
great success, financial and other
wise.
68

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

exhibited, but through the tasteful
decorative scheme worked out with
furniture, palms and lamps. The
new Apperson Stralght-Away-Eight
gains much admiration and manystop to study the famous gear shift.
This car is present in the Sport Se
dan model. The other Apperson is
the Super-Vaiue-Six which also has
the automatic gear shift. The fine
points are explained by three high
company offlcials-JCiifton H. Perry,
New England manager for the Ap
person Company. W. B. Tate. Whole
sale Manager, for New England for
the company and A. C. Jones. Maine
Manager of the Apperson Co.
Directly across the hall is the Ford
section, without which no show could
hope to succeed The Knox CountyMotor Sales Co. has three Ford
models on exhibition—the 1925 Se
dan, the 1925 troupe and the Model
T Touring car. Around the booth are
placed instructive pictures of the
huge Ford plants and from the bal
cony Henry himself looks benignly
down. Treasurer H. F. Xlann of the
local Ford company gamely left a sick
bed that had claimed him for a
fortnight and supervised the booth.
He is assisted hy Herliert Libby.
John Ham. John F. Ingraham and
other staff members.
That nerve-startling, but eye Ar
resting and certainly pleasingly ef
fective iRussinn background done
by Miss Turner directs attention to
the Flint chassis, for it is over this
that Ihe lady-bird is dancing. This
Flint “6-55" is the chassis that told
its story in the Tuesday issue of The
Courier-Gazette. Its tubular back
bone and sturdy construction are at
once visibtb. D. P. George of Thom
aston is in charge cf the section as
sisted
by
Nathan
Berliawsky,
Michael Brooks and Theodore E.
Hull. A Flint itedan and Star Coupe
and Star Sedan are als > in the ex
hibit which is run jointly by the
Rockland Auto Sales Co. and the
Rockland Flint Co.
....

Friday night will he know, as
Mayor's Night. His Honor Carlton
F. Snow has accepted an invitation
to lx- guest of honor, and will be ac
companied ,by other members of the
City Government. On the reception
committee for that night will be A.
C. Jones of the Apperson exhibit,
chairman. Harry II. Hanscom nf the
Buick exhibit and Manager J. Henry
Graham. The program on Mayor's
N’ight will begin at 7 30
• • * •

il

The Car '
for the

SOUTH SOMERVILLE

J—Animal able to live on land or

In water
8— Mud
9— Before (poetic)
10—Bede
12—Taxi
|4—Doctor of philosophy (abbr.)
|6—Announcements

(abbrf)

X7—Number under eleven
J9—Anger
10—They used to throw ’em In the
movies
11— Ring
28— Sticky

<

85—Separate
26—Artist's hat
88— A tool for making threads In
Iron
29— Carmine
80—Note of musical scale
82—Obtained
84— Infinite period of time
85— Water (abbr.)
If—Child
|7—In a manner pleasing to the
taste
|g—African antelope
|9—Objective of we
40— False hair
41—Obese
48—Prefix meaning off, away, etn.
44—Definite (abbr.)
|5—Printing measure!
47—Stroke In tennla

19—Revise
11— Bet
58—Tidy
85— Look

86— Gas
87— Marry
89— First woman
10— Strike
12—Tap gentry
84— Potato
85—Supply with
57—Dock a boat
18—Spyglass

George French of Somerville is
working for A. A. Bartlett.
James Clifford is ill, and is at- 1
8—Pronoun
4— Annoy
tended by Dr. Pierpont of Washing- ■
5— Exist
ton.
6— Pain
A. A. Bartlett was in Augusta last
7— Bow
week on town business.
8— Constructed
Mrs. Amelia Babb and son Apple- !
11—Mix
13— Implorp
ion of Washington were dinner |
14— To open, as with a lever
guests Sunday at Sam Bartlett’s.
15— Openings
Miss Alice Chadwick was in West I
16— Reclined
18— College boy who wears a fui Washington Friday the guest of Mrs. I
Frank Folsom.
coat
19— Young devil
Missionary Overlook held a meeting <
20— Stuff
in this place Sunday, March 15 .
20-B—System of social conventions
which was enjoyed very much.
He j
22—Ldlter behind
left an appointment for March 29.
24— Carpeting made of grass
George Grotton of iSand Hill at
25— Sty
27 Salient feature of a work ol tended church here last Sunday.
1— Fart-of a circle

2— Flesh

art
_ -Regal
31—Goddess of dawn
33—Children's gams
84— A sprite
85— Conjunction
40—Damp
42—Heavy weight
44_Klck the bucket
45— Fruiting spike of any cereal
46— Ply the needle
48—Insect
50— Lairs
51— Intellect
52— Heavy ribbed material
54—Ray
56—Assistant to a military officer
68—Moist
60— Cabin
61— Talk about nothing Important
66—-Pronoun
66—Southern state (abbr.)

The eolation will appear In next Issue.
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AN ORGANIZATION ANXIOUS TO SER/E YOU.
FIREPROOF GARAGE.
LARGEST SHOWROOM IN KNOX COUNTY.
COMPLETE SERVICE DEPARTMENT.
GOOD GULF ANO SOCONY GAS AND OILS.
LADIES’ REST ROOM.

t

f

And when a Flint needs a doctor, and that is not often as Flint owners will testify, we have in
our head mechanic, George Hallowell, a man who knows Flints, both from careful study at home and
in Boston. Get acquainted with him.
A FLINT,

ROCKLAND, MAINE..

an angle and several were badly
SUNSET
damaged in doing the feat.
• • • •
Mrs. George C. Hardy spent a few
There were two of the "Straight days last week at Stonington
Bight” type motors to be seen, Pack
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Philhrook re
ard and Apperson. The Cadillac turned to Vinalhaven last week.
Victoria is a "V type Eight."
Capt. Winfield Joyce was in Syl
The Packard made a particular and vester’s Cove with freight from Rock
estatic hit with Mrs C. H. Berry land on Thursday.
The local school began on Monday
2d who with Mrs. L. X- Lawrence
was spervijlng the Fireproof Garage with Miss Thelma Haskell, teacher.
The Woofers played with the Deer
booth when the big beauty arrived,
for in a window of the car looking Isle basket ball local team at Deer
straight at her was a placard say
ing that the machine was the prop
erty of Mrs- C. H- Berry.
• • • •
The Auto Show will be open from
1 to 10 p. m. today tomorrow and
Saturday. The Kirk and Claffey
Orchestra will be present every
evening und Saturday afternoon.

Isle on Friday evening.
The score
being 14 to 17 in favor of Deer Isle.
Richard W. Knowlton came last
week from Melrose, Mass., where he
has been spending the winter.
Miller E. Colby made the flrst fatch
of fish this spring on .Saturday when
he brought in 200 pounds.
George C. Hardy is employed at
Stonington at carpentering.
Edward Howard, the Eagle mall
carier, had an accident when cutting
wood, chopping the thumb off his left
hand.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
Miss Suzanne Jeane of Boston
spent the past three weeks with her
i mother. Mrs. Hiram Labe.
Mrs. Jennie Simmons is visiting
her daughter. Mrs. Franklin Pitcher.
Mrs. Will Wotton. Miss Alice Sim
mons and Lester Simmons of Friend
ship were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Simmons.
Elden t). Borneman has bought a
I radio.
Fllmore Gilmore, who has been
boarding with Sylvanus O. Borne
man left for Bangor the flrst of the
monthAsa Benner who has been seriously
ill. is slightly Improved.
Schools will begin on March 30.

NORTH WASHINGTON
H. M. Lenfest went to Augusta Fri
day, where he will finish up his work
on a house he is finishing for Mrs,
j Simon Turner. •
j Simon Turner has lately bought a
half Interest In the South Liberty,
Turner & Jones stave mill of Fred
Jones of Razorvllle, George Turner
] owning the other half.
The Arm is
now Turner & Turner.
Mrs. M. W. Lenfest received a
truck load of furniture from Massa
chusetts last week.

APPERSON
and

Fireproof Garage
Exhibits.
—at the—

Rockland
Automobile Show
\ . . a.

Several around here are hauling
logs to Colby's mill as the recent
snow storm made fairly good sled
ding.
,
Mr. and Mrs. F- A. Turner were
Sunday callers at ,H. C. Brown's.
Calvin Hibbert of Washington was
a recent business caller here.
A. R. Colby has started his saw
mill for the spring drive.
IMr. and Mrs. F. A. Turner were
Monday visitors of his brother, Dex
ter Turner in Palermo.

•'p

’

THE ARCADE
'

ALL THIS WEEK
. 1:00 P. M. TO 10:00 R. M.
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MY APPEARANCE. Modesty requires me to ask you to look over my brothers at the show
or on the street.. My owners think nothing can compare with the Flint for all round appearance any
where near its price. We leave it to you.
LOCAL SERVICE. I am proud to eay that. I have blazed the way for the coming of Flint
cars to Rockland. My coming here-hae resulted so favorably that a $15 0C0 home is now being pre
pared for Flint cart on the old circus grounds which will be completed around the first of April. We
cordially invite you to come and see us there. You will find

SOMERVILLE

Solution to Tuesday’s Puzzis

<3—Digit

men

Millions

Vertical.

Horizontal.

• • All of these features, and more, have been quickly recognized by the buying public as evi
denced by the demand for the Flint throughout the country, a demand unequalled by any other
automobile in its price class during the firet year of its existence.
MY PERFORMANCE. Soon after being completed I was sent to Rockland (“The Gateway to
Vacation Land"). I have found thie a great country for a Flint. In a distance of more than 10,000
miles I have traveled your roughest roads, climbed your steepest hills and crawled through your slow
est traffic, in high near. I run aa smooth as an ocean liner, gaining great speed when desired, swiftly
gliding, never jumping. Those of you who have ridden or driven me will bear witness to these
facts. Call 912 for a demonstration and let me convince YOU.

Great difficulty was experienced
...»
n getting the machines through the i Tonight at the show free samples
perilously narrow and impeded en of the Charles Meyer tolleterles—Bxtrance. An inconvenient pole makes ora, Mascarillo, and other proaucts,
it necessary to work the cars in at' will be given away at the door. The
Meyer Co. is well and favorably
known in the field of cosmetics.

I54

(©. 1925, Western Newspaper Union.)

Developing 70 horsepower at 2500 R. P. M.

THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLLED COOLING SYSTEM.
GROUND TRANSMISSION GEARS IN MORE EXPENSIVE CARS.
EASY ACCESSIBILITY OF ALL MECHANICAL UNITS.

—
ROCKLAND AUTO SALES CO.
Rockland, Maine

ft
I ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

rvlOGENES Looked For An ft
Honest Men. If He Had ft
Been Wise Enough to Adver- ft
ties He Could Have Sat Still ft
and Waited For Honest Men ft
to Coma to Him.
ft

ft

ft

SAFETY

COMFORT
SttrWaz wheel .hvwfet
lever which pn etlett.

T
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Every-Other-Day

business to W. 11. Brooks, ,li'.,,uf
Montclair, N. J.
W. H. Crowell will
< continue in Ihe employ of Mr. Brooks.
J. T. Gay was in Lewiston Mon
Tlie Social Club met with Mrs.
day where he attended a banquet and Charles Sprague the evening of
meeting of the Ford agents at the March 6, it being the fifth anniver
DeWitt hotel.
sary of her njarrlage. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mabellc Hayward, who has Sprague were presented witli a gift
been very ill during the past week is of money from the club members.
improving.
A pleasir.g feature of tbe oeeusk'"
Mrs. R. G. Miller was hostess at the were the fancy costumes worn bv the
last meeting of the Whist ClubAll guests.
Sandwiches, cake aprt ice
twelve members were present. Mrs. cream were served in the dining rtAini
J. W. Sanborn won flrst
“nd
whicli was decorated for tlie occa
Miss Marcia Blaney second.
sion. A musical program was much
I^aurence Weston of Portland has enjoyed.
The next meeting will lie'
been #the guest of his parents, Mr. held with Mrs. Mabelle Hayward.
and Mrs. S. II. Weston.
Stated meeting of Wiwurna Chap
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Heed have ter. O E. S., Tuesday evening, March
gone to Brandon, Vt.
2-1.
There will be work and re
•C. R. 'Stahl has sold his furniture freshments served.
Tlie 'Star Club met with Mrs. J. V.
Benner, Wednesday afternoon. Next
week the club will meet with Mrs.
R. L. Sheaff.
The Odd Fellows are to give an
other of their famous suppers in
liieir dining hall Thursday.
Every
one is looking forward to this pleas,
ant social affair.
When you are blti -us and consti
The Paragon Button Corporation
pated you are unwittingly permit Band are sending out letters tu their
ting poisons to circulate through associate mem hers asking help in
your system and do you harm.
boosting for ai d contributing to the
A prominent physician says, “Con support of tbe liand another year.
stipation is the cause of two-third: The hand has been in line condition
of all human ills.”
ranking among 'he be«t bands of the
Enclosed in the letters, are
If you want to feel fine, able to Cgl: State.
life’s battles with 100 per cent ell i ’ postal cards with pictures of tlie
dency, keep your bowels open witl h, nd taken in Damariscotta, Defense
Ik y. li!2l.
.1 ilia Dvorak is presi
dent of Hie bard. I. G. Reed, secre
tary and treasurer, Gardner E. Went
worth, le :<!cr and Walter H Boggs,
which cleanses as It clears out
manager.
the refuse mat ter of the body.
The Whiz Club met witli Mrs. Earle
Made ot the finest imported
Benner Friday evening.
Mrs. M. II.
herbs, Dr. True’s Elixir, for
Kuhn and Mrs. Frank Nadeau were
young or old, is perfectly
guests of the club. The prizes w ill
harmless; it is known as
to Mrs. Harold Clark and Miss.Anne
This week the club rneeta with
The True Family Laxative Gay.
Miss Gay.
Family size $1.20; other sizes
60c and 40c.
Try Three Crow Extract Checkerberry in candies and get the fruit
flavor.—adv.

RAZORVILLE

WALDOBORO

Exi&e
BATTERIES

The Insidious Harm
of Constipation

Now is the time
to look into it
The season is close at hand when you
will be using your car the most. Is
your battery ready for the work
ahead?
It will pay you to know, not just
to guess or hope. Slight repairs now
may save the price of a new battery
a little later.
Drive around and let vt have
critical look and say to yc .i frankly
cither “O. K.” or “This needs to be
done.” Our service on all makes of
batteries is thorough, prompt, rea
sonable.

Dr.True’s Elixir

Missionary Overlook held a ser
vice 'Sunday afternoon at Hie South
Somerville church and wiil bold an
other there Mareh 29 at two-thirty.
Mrs. Etta Glidden. formerly of this
place who now lives witli her daugh
ter, Mrs. WellH Hannan in Provi
dence,, has recovered from pneu
monia.
.Mrs. Edith A. Overlook is quite ill
\yilli tlie prevailing epidemic.
Charles E. Savaye who has been
confined to the house all winter, is
gaining and is aide to lie out for a
short time on pleasant days.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Willard
E. Overlook was the scene of a pretty
little wedding Saturday evening when
Miss Lizzie G. French, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward French of Som
erville became the bride of Arthur
Pierpont, son of Mr. and Mrs Manley
Pierpont of this town.
Missionary
Overlock performed the ceremony in
the presence of a few invited guests,
making use of the single ring cere
mony.
They will make their home
I with his parents at East Washington.
It will soon be time to keep some
of the several hundred dogs under
cover for fear they may interfere
with the assessors as they will lie
obliged to take count of all they see.
Nearly ever}' poor man has a dog.

Page Five

the very poor generally have two and
some have three.

SOUTH BELFAST
Alice Wadlin and Lydia Herrick
are visiting in Burkettville.
•On account of the storm Saturday
the box social that was to hqve been
held at the community house, West
Northport,
was
postponed
until
March 21.
Mrs . Joel Wood who has been sick
is improving.
Mrs. Laura Runnester of Northport spent Monday and Tuesday at
the home of Mrs. Fred W. Herrick.

Clifton Chapman has heen confined
to the house with a bad cold.
Ruth Wight spent the weekend
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
F. W- Herrick.

KID McCOY CONVICTED

pointed road
commissioner
every
body expects to see something done
on these roads.
K. Overlook passed through this
place Sunday.

I id Met’ey. former

pugilist,

re

cently convicted of manslaughter in

connection with the slaying of Mrs.

Arthur Overlook and son Robert
have done a big winter’s work getting
out 100 cords of stave lumber which
when sawed will make 150,000 staves,
besides a lot of long lumber and cedar
telephone poles, many fence posts,
also two years' supply of lire wood,
all with one pair of horses.

Theresa Mors in Los Angeles last Au
gust,

was

convicted

in

Superior

Court today of three counts of as
sault with intent to kill growing out
of a shooting affray in Mrs. Mors’
antique shop the morning after her
death.
He will be sentenced Friday.

Superfine Quality

w

LIBERTY
Llewellyn Bnhvn called on George
Light Sunday.

•Moreta Leigher visited at Charles
Curtis’ over the weekend.
i
Bernard Leigher visited his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Leifjho, Sun1 duy.
Mrs. Charles Curtis and daughter
visited .Mrs. E. A. leigher Friday.
Now that W. W. Light has been up-

H817 ,

in the cup reveals its outstand
ing merit. Its rich flavor will
delight you. Try it to-day.

Jor Economical Transportation

FOR SALE BY
GEO. M. SIMMONS. Rockland
MEDOMAK GARAGE, Waldoboro
SNOW-HUDSON CO., Rockland
oAD-rrc»e
a o a c* c -r
u u
CARTER S GARAGE, Tenant s Harb.
WESTEND GARAGE, Thomaston

/"* HP11STORAGE
< Wulara. J batteries

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

x

110 Automobile Manufacturers use them as
Standard Equipment

585 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Distributors and Service Station

1 78 Radio Broadcasting Stations use Willard “A"
and “B” Batteries

REVENUE FROM AUTOS

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

Since the first of the present year
*
to date, the State of Maine has re
ceived f<lie sum of $667,088 in au
tomobile registration lees.

632-4 Main Street
Rockland
WILLARD SERVICE STATION

Three Crow Extract Strawberry
flavors and colors.—adv.

NOW-the New

STUDEBAKER
Special Six Brougham

*1795
/. o. h. factory

A new high-grade closed car at a very
moderate price. Four wide doors, fullwidth seats, smart appearance and the

brilliant performance of the Studebaker

Special Six chassis.

NICHOLS GARAGE, Lincolnville Bch
C. ARTHUR NUTT, Camden
LAMPSON’S GARAGE, Glencove
BILLINGS,, btonington
Stonington
1MARTIN
M n 1 1 N dillinvq
C. E. WATERMAN CO., North Haven
AND OTHER DEALER}

Come in—see it

before you buy.

A CAR SHORTAGE
George W. Snow Says De
mand Is Great Already On
Standard Makes.
“One of the big mot.r car manufac
turers predicts we are going to have a
spring shortage of motor cars. I can
heat that prediction: there IS now a
shortage.” said George W. Snow
distributor for Hudson and Essex in
the Rockland territory.
“Spring has come on us all very
suddenly. In the last few days the
mass of orders which people have
been putting off has descended on
us. The registration of cars will
amply bear out this statement. All
the uncertainties about motor taxes
and registrations—all the handicaps
of bad weather—are now past, and '
for those lines of cars which deserve
public patronage the spring rush is
on. Motorists Svho want prompt de
liveries of popular cars should take
notice.
“Now there arc various causes of
motor car shortages- One,of the
ways to bring about a shortage is to
shut dowh the factories and let the
demand pile up. Some concerns have
done that. But that isn't the reason
for the shortage in Hudson and Es
sex. Probably the busiest spot in
Detroit right now is the liig Hudson•Essex plant, with many of Its de
partments running two shifts a day
and still others three shifts.
“This night-and-day activity fol
lows a winter program of the largest
business the plant has ever known.
There'is a shortage of Hudson and
Essex cars simply because tlie most
energetic efforts have not succeded
in making as many as the public
wanted.
“It is general all-around useful
ness which the public demands in
motor cars today. Nothing freakish '
is desired in body or chassis. The I
public asks for reliable transporta
tion at the right standard of prices.
When motorists are offered this
combination they can be depended
upon to buy. Month after month, it
is this type of buying which has
kept Hudson-.Essex in a position of
uninterrupted sales leadership and
public demand
"March will probably be the larg
est month we have ever known.
The sales so far have been sufficient
to prove that, and the last few «lays
has shown a sharp upward trend In
demand. This is the first sign of
the spring rush. The greatest num- |
her of inquiries is for coaches—nnd j
this is true, I understand, witli all the
lines of cars. But for a long time to |
come the mao who thinks of coaches
wiil lh(nk ot ltudson ahd Essex.”— ,
adv.

Opening Display
. ■

The new Chevrolet closed models are truly beautiful cars.
New Fisher Bodies of handsome design, finished in richly
harmonious colors of Duco — built on the new Chevrolet
chassis with the new, improved dry-plate disc clutch, semi-*
elliptic springs and extra strong rear axle with banjO'type
pressed-steel housing—construction such as you would
expect to find only on high priced cars.
They have the new non-rusting airplane metal radiator,
cowl lights and Fisher VV type, one-piece windshield with
automatic windshield cleaner.
is finished with lower panels and hood in sage
green Duco, upper panels and fenders in black.
has balloon tires and disc wheels. $*71 C
Price, f. o. b. Flint, Mich. •
• « L3

The Coupe I

has extra-wide doors and windows. It is finished
in a handsome shade of rich dark blue Duco.
has special artillery wheels and
balloon tires. Price, f. o. b. Flint, Mich, I JD

The Coach |
The Sedan

See these beautiful new cars today
a

BURNS
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO., Distributors'
Park Street, Rockland.

Telephone 700

or scalds of small area,
cover first with wet bak
ing soda. When dry,
take this off. Dress with
Vicks, gently. Do not
rub ia Bandage lightly.

VICKS
w
VapoRub

Onr 17 Millian Jan Und Ytarlr

has a beautiful aqua-marine blue finish on the
lower panels and hood and a deep black on
the fenders and upper panels. It is equipped
with balloon tires and disc wheels. $0^ C
Price, f. o. b. Flint, Mich.
« OZO

9

•

1.
s

•

SEA VIEW GARAGE

Quality at Low Cost
ON DISPLAY AT THE AUTO SHOW—ARCADE—ROCKLAND—ALL THIS WEEK

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 19, 1925.
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THOMASTON
THOMAS H. INCE

presents

n i ■ urn

In Everybody’s Column

ROCKPORT

Advertisements in thia column not to ex

Shepard Butler of Montvllle ' was
ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents.
The meeting of the W. C. T. V. has
the recent guest of Mr. nnd Mrs.
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5
been postponed for one week.
It
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
Sherman Weed.
will then be held with Mrs. Clara T.
times. Six words make a line.
Brainerd
Paul
is
at
home
from
Sawyer.
Howland
where
he
is
teaching
to
There will be a social at the Bap
Lost and Found
—IN—
spend a two weeks vacation with his
tist vestry Friday evening front 7.30
After Suffering For Years, parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A Paul.
to it.30.
tt
a
LOST
—
Brown hand bag. containing purse
Wednesday, Aug. 12 is fhe date set
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn, Miss
with small aum of money and owner’s name,
Found Relief In Priest's
for
the
midsummer
fair
to
be
held
by
between
Fuller-Cold)
DevLs and E. B Crockett
Harriet Dunn and Mr. and Mrs Law
stores
Reward if left at this office.* 33-35
the Baptist Circle for which they are
Remedy.
rence Dunn were guests of Mrs. H.
By C. GARDINER Si'Ll.IVAN
already making plans.
LOST—Brown traveling bag, containing
1.. Bryant Tuesday afternoon.
small sum of money, between Fuller-CobhBenjamin P. Wooster has been at
—WITH—
At the Baptist church.
"Get off
Red Lion. Pa., Oct. 28. 1«2J.
Davis and E B. Crockett stores. Reward if
tending the brick layers convention in
left at this office.
33-33
the Fence" will be the topic for Sun
The Priest Drug Co.,
WALLACE BEERY, JACQUELINE LOGAN,
.ewiston this week.
day morning.
“Tarry with Me O
Rangor. Maine.
Dr.
and
Jjrs.
Frank
L.
Magune
of
My Savior,” will be sung by Miss
BESSIE LOVE
Summer Cottages and Board
My Dear Mr. Priest:
Brown and Mr. Cushing as a special
About eight years ago 1 walked Worcester, Mass, have been in town
In
it.
Charles
Ray
as
“
Dynamite
Smith,
’
’
a
whimsical,
lovable,
,
IF YOU have a cotbage to le< .or desbe
number. There will be a chalk talk
Into your drug store with a severe this week to attend the funeral of
sunvner boarders, advertise the fact in this
timid, yet heroic youth, gives back to the screen the beloved
his father. Capt. F. A. Magune which
in the evening with the usual lively
attack of indigesrion.
paper where thousands will read of it
homespun role that has endeared him to the world.
sing. The orchestra will play.
Your clerk gave me a d se of your was held Tuesday afternoon.
SUMMER HO Mt£—Overlooking water, one
Miss Alice Palmer has been con
Fred Butler has moved into the
"Indigestion Powder." which relieved
acre land, 5-room co. age house, 25-ft. stable
fined
to
her
home
by
illness
this
or
garage, outbuildingfruit trees, good road,
Episcopal tenement house.
me immediate!}-.
TOWN HALL, UNION, THURS., MARCH 19
price $656.
Karins a-.d summer homes a
I bought a large bottle and fol week.
Misses Gladys Doherty and Alcada
specialty.
If you wi«h to buy or sell see
Sadie M., wife ot Isaac Bryant,
lowed directions faithfully, and am
Hall will return this Thursday front
me at once.
H L. STriVENS, 192 LimeWATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., MAR. 20
rock St.. Rockland, Agent for Maine Farm
pleased to 'inform you that after suf died Monday, March 16 at her home
n visit to U. of M.
Age-icy of Portland, Me.
34 3’Z
on Church street after a few days
fering
for
years
with
a
severe
stom

Arcana Lodge, K. of P., worked the
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., MARCH 21
Mrs.
ach trouble I consider inyself com illness at the age of 59 years.
rank of Esquire on two candidates
Bryant was a woman devoted to her
Wanted
pletely cured.
Wednesday evening.
~
NEXT WEEK
You may use the above statement home and family and was respected
T. H 6. held a rehearsal of its
WANTED—Xiirl to do general housework in
in
the
community.
She
is
survived
any
way
you
wish.
If
it
will
only
musical show at K„of P. hall Tues
•x
: fan.iiy of three.
No washing nor Ironing.
DOUGLAS McLEAN in “NEVER SAY DIE”
influence |*eople suffering from Stom by her husband, two daughters and
day evening.
MRS. ERNEST C DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb Da
Thia fine residence, on the corner of Limerock and Lincoln
two
sons
all
of
Rockport.
Mrs.
John
ach
Ailments
to
try
your
remedy
1
vis
34.36
Mrs. Willis Spear and daughter
Marshall, Mrs. Herbert Carver. Her
shall feel happy.
streets; everything modern and in extra fine condition. Inquire of
visited in Camden Thursday.
WANTED—Second-hand books.
I must
bert
and
Henry
Bryant.
Funeral
buy
at
right
price.
FREDERICK
WALTZ.
Thanking you for your many cour
The moving picture program for
Tel. 392.M.
34-36
services were held Wednesday after
tesies, I am.
Friday night in Watts hall will in
H. H. STOVER & CO.
WANTED—Bov to work in coat depart
noon at 2 o’clock at her late resi
Most sincerely yours,
troduce Charles Bay in "Dynamite
1169 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND
ment
FULLER ( OBB DAVIS
34 36
dence, Rev. J. N. Palmer of tlie
Leon T. Reynolds.
Smith." a whimsical lovable, timid,
Methodist church officiating.
|
WANTED—Reliable man. middle age. for a
yet heroic youth, and gives the
ROBERT
U.
COLLINS,
Agent
business proposition
Spare or full time.
Priest's Powder for Indigestion,
♦ • « • /
screen the human touch that en
Easy work permanent position
No experi
ROCKLAND, MAINE
33-25
Sour, Sick Stomach, Car Sickness,
dears the favorite Charley to the
ences
necessary.
Worth
a TRY.
OAK
Capt. Francis A. Magune
Heartburn and General Hyperacidity
LAND NURSERIES, Manchester, Conn. 34-lt
public
In the death of Capt. Francis A.
• • • •
of the Stomach.
WANTED WK WILL MAIL $1 for full
Magune Rockport lost a stalwart cit
All druggists. 50c and $1.50. The
sets id old false teeth, any condition ; partial
A Birthday Party
izen, one whose harks of commerce
TELEPHONES 316 AND 317
sets
in proportion; send bv mall
EATON
$1.50 size holds five (5) times as
N0TICE OF FORECLOSURE
The home of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
had carried the flag into most of the
SOME PAGE A CO. BOOKS
33*33
Whereas Nora M Cray, late of Vio.il- LABORATORY, Dorchester, Maas.
Gilchrist was tbe scene of a merry MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED much as fhe 50c size.
principal ports of the world. In the
haren. in the County of Knox and Stale of -WCTYEti fine aged man or woman to
Priest’s Regulators, the Ideal tonic
party Meh. 14 when their son William
135 CAMDEN .ST., Rockland. Maine.
The Man From Smiling Pass," Maine, by tier mortgage deed dated the tlilr board
laxative for chronic constipation 25c early days men won their laurels oil
33*35
Jr., entertained a number of his
their merit, and from the forecastle Lby Eliot 11. Robinson. The story of teentli day of August, 19IS, and recorded tn
and
75c.
If
your
dealer
does
not
Knox
Registry
of
Deeds.
Book
165.
Page
415.
young friends and their mothers, the
WANTED—Man for responsible position,
to
the
quarter
deck
came
many
of
the
|
a
modern.
Abraham
Lincoln
is
ably
conveyed to Harvey W. Ames of said Vinaloccasion being his first birthday. In CASH PRICES FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY carry them in stock have him order old-time commanders of the old fleet told in this novel, although it must haven. County and State aforesaid a certain rood character. neat appearance. Apply MR.
RICHARDSON, Narraganset Hotel, 6 p. m. to
for you or send direct to Priest Drug
parcel of land together with the buildings 8 p. m of phone for appointment.
the dining room the table was ar
whose
white
wings
spread
to
every
be
said
that
the
resemblance
ex32*34
Co.. Eangor, Me. Parcel post pre
,
.■
oi-.u ain thereon and situated In the aforesaid town of
ranged for the special guests, the
corner
of
the
globe.
Today
com

tends
only
as
far
as
the
ideals,
sit
|
-ytnalluiven.
which
mortgage
and
note
was
WANTED—Washings and plain ironing.
Fig
Bars
paid to any address.
No extra
13
lbs.
Fine
Granulated
Sugar
....
$1.00
tots one year and younger.
Each
mander and crews are fast leaving I cerity and appearance of the hero assigned to the late Mrs Edna Miiri-h. April Apply to MRS. MARK AMKR(U ViimlliMen,
<
32*34
little one had a place card bearing
2 lbs. 25c charge.—advt.
Confectioner’s Sugar, 3 lbs.................. 25c
this port for that higher one whore | are concerned.
The political life of 22, 1922, and msirded In Knox Keglary of Malm?______
Deeds. Book 173. Page 239.
Said property
his name and attached to each card
WANTED—Farm within 25 miles of Rock
the anchor holds fast and sure within Abe Blount, a rugged hut ambitious was bounded and described as follows:—
land. Condition of building not important if
hy a long ribbon leading to the center Maine Made
CLARRY HILL
the vale.
At the age
17 Francis | mountaineer, is described in an in
tin the north by the share ot Seal Cove,
14 lbs. Brown Sugar.......................... $1.00
price is rlglit. BOX 231, Rockland, Maine.
was a celluloid swan, swimming in
A. Magune was aboard me bark Ene- triguing manner, and the reader is so-called; on the east by land of ihe Bod31-36
Best All Round Flour, bag................$1.50
, „e
! well Granite Co ; oo the south by land of tlie
Pie Crust
a large bowl of water, a centerpiece
__ ~estate,
____ _ _______
Moses Webster
known as___
the_____
Benj.
Osborn Jameson of Waldoboro riche under command of Capt. given a very fair idea of the effect j ___
WANTED—I’ll pay cash for farm. GIvo
in keeping with the age of the guests.
(>u the,west by land of Fred A. particulars, also distance to .school, church
Occident Bread Flour, bag................$1.60 was the guest of his brother George Cheney Packard, and left her after I prohibition has had upon the eiec- jmi,
Pkg. 25c
Little Mjsst Barbara Gilchrist, Billy's
the death of his father to take coni- I tions in the States and how the fate Calderwood known as the J B Norton home and post office Address 150 MAIN STREET.
recently.
stead and being the same pnnrlses as con Spencer, Mass.
30*35
three-year’old sister, entertained the
Sugar, 100 pound bags.................................................$7.00
I.eon Ross saw a large flock of wild mand of the hark Maria Norwood at of Congressmen at election time is veyed to the Grantor by deed of the late
children of her age at two small
the age of 24 years, transferring later | often ruled by the most uncouth Irving IMureh. said to contain 30 acres of
WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender 9 to
geese March 17.
12 feet
Must lte first class condition and
tables in the living room. They had New Fresh Spinach, peck.............................................. 20c
atul uneducated people, who are In land more or less
Miss Lillian Cole called on rela to the schooner Steven Rennett,
Now, therefore by reason of tlie breach of cheap. JOHN O. STEVENS, Burpee Furulas favors rubber balls and boxes
3-sticker.
a
position
to
sway
the
public
and
ture
fo.,
Rockland.
22*tf.
tives here a short lime ago
the roadlliuns thereof. I. In die capacity as
of candy.
Each mother was pre
Then followed the schooner Nellie I arouse or quell enthusiasm, as they Administrator of the Estate of lute Edna
F. <4. Miller and Sadie Kelley spent
Heavy
Salt
Strictly
Fresh
Eggs,
per
dozen
...........
30c
sented with a cake of “Titty Tot" Cas
March, claim foreclosure of said mortgage.
Wednesday afternoon and evening T. Morse of Rath and the hark J. | desire.
For Sale
D. H. GLIDDEN.
tile soap by Henry McDonald who Water Glass, per can.............................25c
Pork, lb. 28c with
H. Bowers.
In 1902 he had the
iSmiling Pass is the name of a
Mrs. Alary Smith.
Administrator.
came in to see all the babies, and
|Cdgar
W.
Murdock
built
at
Rockport
small
settlement
in
one
of
the
moun

Dated
at
Vinalhaven,
Maine,
tills
lstli
day
FOR
SALE
—
8-tootn Itouse built for two
Mrs. Emma and Mrs. Clara Whit
declared It the most beautiful sight
families
Lot 150 feet sqiKire; three nice
and this was his last command l'rtic- tain States, and in this cheerful lit- of February, 1923.
ney
of
North
Warren
called
on
rela

fruit trees; chance to keep 100 hens.
Bui d31-Th-37
20c tives here recently.
he had ever seen.
Master Billy was New Smoked Shoulders, Found............................... ..
tically all his sea faring days were I tie place most of the interesting
ings in excellent repair
H. E. KALLOGH,
the recipient of many gifts.
Those
spent in the employ of Carlejon-Xor- [events of the story take place.
Thomaston, Maine.
TeL 129-6.
34-36
Corned
Spare
Ribs,
pound
............................................
18c
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leroy
Smith
of
War

present were Mrs. Fred Burnham and
About six years ago he Blount develops an extraordinary at
ren returned home last Monday af wood Co.
FOR SALE—New milch cow and new V.
Miscellaneous
daughters Florine and Pauline, Mrs. Pure Lard, lb............ 24c. Compound Laid, lb. ..... 18c
retired
from
the
sea
to
spend
the
tachment for Annie Oayheart, who is
S. Separator; 2 h. p marine engine.
W L.
ter spending a week with their grand
Hollis Young and sons Russell and
K N'oJ 3
34*39
TO CLASS OF ’26—There will be a meet- MERRIAM, Union, .Me.
Iiarents. Mr. and Mrs. George Jame sundown of life with his family and eighteen yeanj old, hut thinking her
Robert, Mrs. Vernon Barton and
inf
Friday
night
at
7.15
at
the
American
Le

among
old
friends.
indifferent, he conceals his infatua
FOR
SALE
—
Brown
Fibre-craft
baby
car
son.
Roasts,
B»
25c,
30c
.
40c
Legs,
lb.
...
gion hall on Limerock street
This con
daughter Betty, Mrs. William Stone
Price $12.
Inquire 23 FRANKLIN’
His home was his castle and in it tion with care.
Winifred Whitney had the nils
cerns the dance given by the class.
Every riage.
ST.
34*36
and daughter Celia and son Louis.
Stew,
lb
.........
15c
.
20c
Stew, lb. ...
LOUIS W BOSSE.
34-It
There is no lack of interesting body come
fortune to fall last Saturday cutting dwelt that spirit of love and harmony.
Mrs. Donald Whitney and son Richard
FOR SALE— Two family house on South
In fact he lived in the “House hy the characterization.
Although
the
MAMMOTH HYACINTHS, pink, white and
Chops, lb. ... 35c a deep Rash over her right eye,
Chops, lb. . .. 45c
Two house
Mrs. Eugene Closson and daughter
C Main street with flush toilets.
Wilbert Munk of North Waldoboro side of The Road.” He was a mem Southern dialect in which the novel blue. $5c each; dahlia bulbs, $1 a dozen
hits adjoining.
T17I, 286-11.
34*36
Arline (who also had her first birth
Steak,
lb.
...
50c
M.
THOMAS.
Maverick
S«|
Tel.
225
M.
Fores, lb. .. . 30c
spent the evening at the home of G ber of St. Paul’s lx)dge and a Sir | is written is at times a little difficult
33-35
LARGE STOCK of new and .second hand
day and shared honors with Master
Knight.
He leaves a devoted wife, for Northerners to make out, it in
C. Miller recently.
Billy) Mrs Vernon Tabbutt and son
REPAIRING DONE ON WATCHES, Chicks furniture, hardware, clothing, etc., of tho
Mrs. A. M Ross returned to her and two sons. Dr. Frank L. Magune no wise affects the clarity of the and small work S. ARTHUR MA( OMBEK, late C. T Bragg at Rankin Block/ Goodn
Russell, Mrs. Willis Spear and daugh Splendid Brand Coffee, fresh ground, pound..............45c
(>f
Worcester.
Mass.,
and
Robert
B.
to be s<»W at large sacrifice.
plot.
The
eventual
result
of
the
home in I'nion Friday after spendin
23 Amesbury street, Rockland. Maine 32*37
ter Eva, Mrs. Herbert Lewis and son
THE GEORGE C. LONG seven»room house
Magune of Rockland, and a large cir- I elections and tile fact that Abe beFormosa
Oolong
Tea,
pound
.
.
35c;
3
pounds
..
$1.00
a few days with Mrs. Mary Smith.
with two small buildings.
Corner Broadway
PAPERHANGINC
AND
PAINTING.
For
Herbert, Jr., Mrs. Earle Woodcock
de of friends.
The whole commu comes the Honorable
Abraham such work phone 349.M or cal ut 16 Pleasant nnd Pleasan^in ets.
'Mrs.
Mary
Smith
saw
four
blue

and daughters, Mrs. Alton Grover Cocoa, pound .. .*............. 10c; 3 pounds...................... 25c
nity
extends
sympathy.
We
also
have
several
other
very desirable
street,
Rockland.
C.
C.
JOHXSTO.V
Blount
brings
the
tale
to
a
climax,
birds Saturday morning.
Too bad
ami son Charles, Mrs. Elmus Morse
!8»40
houses located in R<m kland and vicinity
• * • *
the result of which is entirely satis
they
were
so
hasty
in
flying
north
Now
is
tlie
time
to
list
your
property with
and son Roger. Mrs. James McLaugh
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU “(l W»- us for an early spring sale
Mrs. George Jameson called on her
Union Hall, Saturday afternoon factory to all parties, leaving the mond
lin and daughter Theresa. Mrs. Y. E. Beans, qt 22c; pk $1.55 Bak>-g Soda, 6 pkgs. .. 25c
Tires and Tubes, Weed Chains and
L.
W.
BENNER.
Real
Estate
Dealer
long
and
lanky
Southerner
ln
a
state
sister in North Waldoboro Friday.
and evening Hoot Gibson in “Broad
Spark Plugs; also five used cars from $85
George Frisbee and daughter Leona,
33-;i5
of perfect bliss as far as mntimnnlul up o $300.
Pea
Beans,
qt
20c;
pk $1.45 Cream Tartar, lb............ 35c
JOSEPH E
CLOUGH, 174 ______
.Mrs.
Lucy
Clarry.
Roland
Miller
way
or
Bust,
”
one
of
Hoot
’
s
best.
Mrs. Samuel Reed and son Averill,
Salesman for Knox
FOR SALE—Airedi’le pups, 4 months o’d.
conquests are concerned and in pos Pleasant St., Rockland
and
Walter
Feyler
attended
the
Chapter
1
of
“
Iron
Man
”
serial,
feat

3 Minute Oats, large pkg.
Mrs. Ferdinand Day anH son Donald Green Peas, qt................ 20c
Motor Sales. C.
14-tf E A. WOTTON, 175 Rankin street.
33*35
dance at Winslow's Mills Wednesday uring world’s strongest man; also 2 session of an enviable government
Mrs. Arthur Risteen an# daughter Kidney Beans, qt............ 18c
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Nathan
each
...............................
25c
position—u fairly promising outlook 1 SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
night.
reel
comedy.
34it
Elaine, Mrs. Minnie Beckett and son
Trucking and _Movlng________ _________
B Allen at the corner of Limerock and Lin
for the future.
G. C. Miller has his wood-pile fit
Bungalow style, all modern
“BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired' coln streets.
Lloyd. Mrs. Oliver Hahn and daugh- Light Color Molasses, gal. $1. Butterscotch Patties, lb. 40c
By L. C. Page & Co., Boston.
and perfect condition.
Apply on premises.
ted.
the
first
one
in
the
neighborhood.
Painting
and
paper
hanging,
ceilings
whitened
te Evelyn, Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone. Jello, assorted flavors, ea. 10c Marshmallows, lb.......... 35c
CAMDEN
Tel 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS, 19 McLOL'D ST A. B ALLEN. Adtnr., Rockland. Tel. 423-M.
Frank Jameson has his nearly com
Miss Dorothy Creamer, Miss Mar
«_____ 33-tf
________________________________
24-tf
pleted.
The Purple Mist, hy G. E. Locke.
garet Simmons, George Allen, Mr. Qt. Bots. Plain Olives, ea 50c Bon Bons, lb..................... 30c
FOR SALE—One half ton Ford truck in
Miss Flora Wright entertained 35
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, ptcoi edge
Good mystery tales are eagerly wel covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL good running order
Good trade If sold nt
Sturtevant, Chief of Police Mesevey, Apple Jelly, lb. 15c; 2 lbs 25c Chocolate Drops, lb. .. 30c
of her schoolmates at a St. Patrick's
once.
TEL 789-W.
33-35
comed by a large class of story lov MAN MORSE. 35$ Main St. Tel. 868 M
Miss Helen Duncan of Augusta. Alice
WARREN
Day
party
Tuesday
evening
at
het1-tf
Needhams, lb..................... 30c
ers and The Purple Mist is a readable
Maxey, Harland Maxey and little Preserves, lb.....................30c
FOR SALE—Strawberry, rhubarb andahorse
home on Brookside street.
From
Order now.
LUFKIN'S
which'carries the element of sus
TRUCKING. MOVING ANO
ERRANDS radish plants
Barbara Gilchrist, little Billy’s sis Macaroni or Spaghetti, pkg
Granulated Meal, 4 lbs. 25c Mr. and Mrs. Roy Norwood re seven until eleven o'clock games ap- one
____ 33
pense into its very last pages. The done promptly. Go anywhere. C. 0. HAR R. F. 1», nty,
ter.
Refreshments of ice cream,
APEX.
Tel. 156-M or G29-J._________
turned Saturday frum their honey I roprlale to the day were enjoyed.
FOR SALE—Eight room house with modern
fear-inwiirlng cloud of purple mist
cakes, brownies were served, also
moon and will make their home with The house was decorated in green
—Reliable atock of hair goods at Improvements, in Rockport on car line with
which advances from the moors, the tbeLADIES
there were two birthday cakes for
Rockland Hair Store, 3?8 Main St
Mall bousohold furnlahings; farming tools; also
the bride's father. Herbert Newman and white and refreshments of ice
Pi!»e fitting tools. ERNEST L. MEARS, Cam
glittering phantom coarh drawn by orders solicited.
Starlight
tlie host and guest of honor whose 7 Bars Laundry Soap............................. 25c
HELEN C. RHODES.
An
W. F. Thomas has been confined to cream and cake were served.
den street, Ctiy.
32*34
1-tf
huge white horses, belching flatne
birthday fell on the same day, Mrs.
unusual
feature
was
a
St.
Patrick's
s
home
with
a
severe
cold
and
the
Bread
FOR SALE—A 1918 Chevrolet touring car,
from their nostrils, baffle even the
Gilchrist was assisted in serving by Brooms, each.......................................... 69c
complications caused by birthday cake decorated with mice,
with attachment and 6 foot trailer; also 4more venturesome who dare to In
3 Loaves 25c attendant
Mrs Beckett and the Misses Duncan. Old Dutch Cleanser, can......................... 8c
foot oak roll top desk. F. L WEEKS
a weak heart.
snakes and lighted candles.
vestigate. Men walk out on lonely
Simmons and Creamer.
________________________ 32-34
Mr. nnd Mrs. Stanley French of
If you wondered why “Billy" Per
FOR SALE—Glenwood range ln good condi
New Dates Large Package Gold Dust, each .... 29c kins was so wreathed in smiles and Springfield, Mass., are guests of Mrs moors into the mist and are never
seen again. Mysterious death Stalks
tion at hiw price.
Inquire at AUSTIN
SATURDAY’S CONFERENCE
2 lbs. 25c
12 Quart-Galvanized Pails, each .... 35c loaded down with packages Monday Oscar French.
GARDNER'S, 90 Broad street.______
311f
through the pages taking men and
after mill hours, you probably didn't
The Friends in Council met Tues
women for hjs own, and thrilling ex
FOR SALE—Upright piano In good condi
Young People of Sunday School As
know
it was his birthday.
The day afternoon with Miss ‘Marian
tion. MRS. I A TRUKWORTHY, corner Meperiences are encountered before the
sociation To Meet In Thomaston.
Prunes
Wash Boilers, No. 9, each.................. $2.50
packages were evidence of the many Knowlton.
The next meeting will
chanlc and Main streets
30*35
several
enigmas
of
the
story
are
un

2 lbs. 25c friends he has to help him celebrate. be held with Miss Ruth Thomas.
FOR SALE—House and lot 56 (trace street ;
The second .annual young people’s Clothes Lines, each................................. 40c
ravelled.
Ixive.
Intrigue,
and
ad

Another birthday, that of John
Regular meeting of Joel Keyes
House and \ acre of land. 186 Camden St.,
conference of the Knox County Sun
Seeded
Rockland; 5% acre field directly across the
Lincoln, Tuesday was marked by a Grant Circle. Ladles of the Grand venture a-plenty are to be foundday School Association will be held Mops, each.............................................. 50c
about
the
turreted
castle
of
Cragstreet
from. 186 Camden street running
postcard shower. John was also the Army of the Republic. Friday of this
Raisins
through to Waldo Avenue. Nice house lots in
at the Methodist church in Thomas
haven
and
its
environs.
While
the
recipient of a ^ery attractive birthday week.
both
streets
TEL 289-W, Rockland; 238-11,
ton Saturday, with this program:
Mop Handles, each................................. 15c 3 pkgs. 25c cuke made hy the skilled hand of Mrs. Eva Rose leaves today for solution of some of the mysteries
Camden.
28-tf
Forenoon: 9.30, Come, Let Vs Wor
obvious
from
the
beginning,
enough
Mrs. Laur% Starrett.
Melrose, Mas*, for a visit of several
FOR SALE—Power boat “Eaglet,’’ of Eagle
ship, Dwight Mosher; 10.00, Here
EGGS FOR HATCHING at the Angler’s
others
remain
to
keep
the
interest
Island, 24 feet long, very bulky. 12 h. p. 4
The members of Mystic Rebekah weeks with friends.
Farm. Union.
R. I. dteds. Auconas, ,Ml- cycle Lamb motor, $3(»0. EKLAND QUINN,
Again1!, Conference Director; 10.05, Grape Fruit, 3 for......... 25c. Oranges, dozen........... 40c
This is the first day of the Fair. Go keen until the volume is finished.
Ixidge minstrel show received a ver
nocaa, Mbit© Leghorns. Wyandottes, $1 for Eagle, Maine.
25-37
Who’s Here?; 10.15, Group Discus Potatoes, peck.................... 30c; bushel...................... $1.00
Hy L. C. Page & Co., Boston.
13 eggs; LiglU Brahmas from prize pen, $2
itable ovation at Tuesday evening'; early. Doors are open at 1.3D and fj.3'>
• » • a
sions, 1, My Christ, My Life; 2, My
.FOR SALE—Fresh cider, made every day.
for 15 eggs.
L. 8. ROBINSON, Mgr.
Tel
Vaudeville
starts
at
8
o'clock.
Sat

performance
and
they
certainly
de

Turnip, peck .. 25c; bushel .. 90c
Union 9-5.
34-36 Drop a poaul card and I will deliver. J.
Christ. My Life; 3. My Church. My Onions, 6 lbs. . . 25c.
Israel Potter, Ills Fifty Years of
served their laurels.
Miss Bertha urday evening is the confetti ball and
H SniOXTOX, Rockland. _________ 23 - tf
Class; 11.15, “Our Worship;” 11.30, Carrots and Parsnips, 3 pounds...................... ............. 25c
a special feature Is the awarding of |ExiIe- by german Melville.
This
Teague
who
was
to
have
taken
part
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several
FOR SALE—S C. Red Baby Chicks and
Group Discussions, 1. M.v Church, My
aPI>*al >° a>> those Interr liatching eggs from heavy laying strain. used upright pfauoa. good condition. L. F.
was unable to do so on account of a prises. A seven dollar electric curl- lale
Class; 2, My Church, My Class; 3 Hubbard Squash, lb..........5c. Cranberries, 2 qts........... 35c
CHASE,
45 Middle street. Tel. 665-2
State
accredited.
CECIL
XBWBKRT,
Waldoing
iron
with
dryer
attachment
will
I
*
sted
in
hls,or
>'
or
biography,
and
severe grippe cold.
Much of the
Our Worship; 12.15, conference pic
___________ ___________________ 2,3-tf
the prize in the beauty contest e8pec,aIly to lho8e "ho dPl*Rht in boro. Me.________ _____________31*36
Waneta Cocoa, 1 lb. pkgs............ 15c; 2 pkgs.............25c success of the minstrels may tie cred be
ture; 12.30, luncheon.
FOR SALE—Plenty of nice English hay?
FOR SALE—2 Incubators, 2 Brooders,
ited to the new stage cons-ructed by The men s prize is to he a season adventl,re an0 halr breadth escapes, chicken
1.30, Our Afternoon Devotions, Miss
houses, 3 Egg cases
A B. ALLEN, Price $9.99 a ton. JAMES H. SIMONTON,
F. I.. Montgomery Earle Moore ticket to the ball games, value Jin. The earIy scenes are laid in Revolu- 107 Limerock St., Rockland. Tel. 423-M.
West Rockport.
19-tf
Angela Fossett; 2.00, business—elec
33-tf
tion of officers; 2.15, discussior Tongues and Sounds, 2 pounds.................. .................... 25c George Stevens. Emerson Perkins, M. A. S. Prince will give an attractive U,»nury times and bring the hero Into
FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. S. music
floor
lamp,
value
six
dollars;
Haskell
|
ln
>in'
a
te
association
with
Paul
Jones,
While they last
............i 1A
...
_4,
.„
.
,
i
FOR SALE—3 Incubators, coal brooder, rolls, wide range of choice.
groups; 1. Planning Activities; 2 Cod Bits, 2 pounds ........................................ .................... 25c S. Hahn and boss carpenter Aden
Feyler.
Footlights given to the and; Corthell are offering a fitted | Dr- l’FBnklin, Etnan Allen and other i capable of hovering 1000 chicks, small brooder only 25 cents each. V. F. STUDLEY, INC.,
Planning Activities; 3. Keeping To
Music
Department.
9-tf
20®
e»a»city.
churn
Iff
chum
«
x»bi
cream,
well
known
historical
character*.
get her; 3.15, “Knox County Spirit’ - Smoked Bloaters, each................................. .. . 5c and 10c lodge, were installed hy Robert Pack weekend case and the C. Y. B. &
Call at W. A. .Mx-The fight between the Bon Homme 3 50-gal oil tanka.
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5
l^trx-S STORE, g Carroll St.
x
What Is It? Conference Director; Salt Herring, pound............. 10c; 3 poun< Is................ 25c ard, curtains made hy Mrs, M. S Ry. Co. will give a half ton of coal.
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS F. U. SANBORN,
Hahn and the costumes, hats and To win these prizes you must be pres Richard and the Serapis is brought
3.45, open forum; 4.00. recret
Tel W3-W
5-tf
—2511 egg capacity, alao brood 80 Pleasant St.
vividly before the reader and one er INCUBATOR
Kippered Herring, can............. 10c; 3 can is................ 25c wigs were made by F I„ Montgomery- ent Saturday evening.
5.30. delegates’ meetings; 6.00,
for sale
Price reasonable. RDW’AHP
FOB SALE—Residence of the late Capt
can
but
admire
the
bull
dog
’
tenacity
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Maddocks have
■Ml'RPHY. lilt Tillson Ave________ 32«34
assisted by Miss Bertha Teague and
■ Charles E. Hall. Middle St Heights.
AR
of Paul Jones even while questioning
Mrs. M. 8. Hahn. Mrs. Warren Gard moved to Dark Harbor where he h;i
DAY OLD CHICKS—S C K. 1. Keda. $20 THUR L. ORNE. 417 Main St.. Rockland.
officers; 8.00, Facing the
Quart
Bottles
Table
Syrup,
each
....................................
40c
his judgment. While we could wish per 100. Good layers, free de41ve;y. .MAY ____________________________________ 27-tf
ner of Rockland very kindly gave her employment.
Friendship Circle.
for a happier ending yet the fact ■VABD M. KIXNKY, Thomaston. Maine. St.
services as reader.
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heal,
George koad._______________________ 30*33
cellar; modern Improvements; large
25e A. C. Peabody bought five cows of SOUTH WALDOBORO remains that Israel Potter returns to S.G.B.I. RED HATCHING EGGS AT $4 A cement
Corn Cakes, dozen.................. 10c; 3 dozen
garden.
New grocery business well stocked.
a ruined and forsaken hearthstone
SOUTH WARREN
Henry McIntire Monday,
M
G
G
URNEY, 3 Park St , Camden.
1-tf
or $20 a 100. Plnecrest-Orchard
Marshmallows, pound............35c; 3 pound s........... $1.00
after fifty years of exile, with neither aettlng,
William Cunningham arrived Tues
atock. Every coekerel that I am using Its
FOR SALE—tiuuse at Atlantic, (Swan’s
3ftiss
Bernice
Hoffses
of
the
village
medal,
pension,
nor
fame
as
a
reward
Miss Leila St. Clair visited her
dam has a record 105 and better. State Island,) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
day noon from his home in New York
diarrhoea. L C. MORTON, location close by shore.
Garage and out
uncle, Romanzo Spear at West War
called hy the sudden death of his spent the weekend with her parents, for his services to his country; but Frleodaiilp,whl,e
27-38
Maine
buildings, water In house.
Acre and halt
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hoffses.
... 15c.Currants, pkg................... 15c father, Frank Cunningham.
such are the fortunes of war ln many
ren last weekHulled Corn, pkg.
of land.
Fine place for summer home.
At
BABY CHIX—Wyllle’a 8. C Reda raised a bargain.
Mifyi Evelyn Genthner is visiting cases in those olden days in which
The Grange conferred the 1st and
Address
DR.
L
B. GAGE, At
A.
J.
Rines
is
again
ill
at
his
home
...35c; bushel......................... $1.10
Apples, peck . . . .
on fr«9 range, trap nested and bred for type
57*tf
her grandfather, Thomas Creamer of he lived.
2d degrees on three candidates
Published by the St. Bo- and cblor. State accredited for white diarr lantic. Me
South Warren road.
. ............ 5c; 6 pkgs....................... 25c
tolph Society, Boston.
Thursday evening.
The 3d and 4th Jelly Monge, pkg.
hoea. Price 22 cents each, postpaid. Safe
Saturdu; '.s picture brings back the Dutch Neck.
.To Let
arrival -y
guaranteed -tl
F. jjg.g
H. WYLLIK, Thom
Miss Dorothy Wallace has returned
will be conferred on seven candidates
lovable Charles Ray in "Dynamite
15*2$-79
Stove
Brushes,
each
...........................................................
40c
aaum. Me.. Rt. 1. Tel.
home from Camden where she has
tonight, followed by a harvest feast.
TO LET—Office, steam heated.
Inquire of
Smith.” at Glover hall.
UNION
VESPER A. LEAC1I
33-tf
A few relatives gathered at the Stove Polish, 2 boxes........................................................... 5c
All schools will begin Monday been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Rich
BABY
CHICKS
ard Howarth.
home of Mr. T. W. Marshall Friday
TO LET—Upper flats, suitable for two
March 23.
Pure bred, inspected and culled
Mince
Meat,
pound
...............................................
25c
All
schools
will
begin
Monday,
Fiusli closets, eleetrb' lights; gaCecil Barter of Gadiner spent Ihe
Varieties
25
50
100 •persons.
to celebrate his birthday.
A 6
March 23.
I
TEL. 430-12 or 318 M.
34-tf
Rhode Mand Reds...........$1 75 $8 75 $16 50 t.ige. etc.
o’clock supper was served and among
Place your orders early. Good weekend at Albert Genihner's.
Barred Rocks..................... 4.50
8 50
16.01)
TO
LET
—
Comforta-room
house
am!
Mrs.
R.
T.
Winchenbach
has
re

other things eatable was a cake bear
Service. Good quality
Wh. Brn.. B’ff L’ghns . 4 oo
7.50
14.00
Thomaston
barn
Small garden plot.
Apply on
turned home from West Warren EMPLOYERS INDEMNITY CORPORATION AA'hite Wyandotes .......... 5.00 9.50 18 oo large
ing the figures 60 plus.
Mr. Mar Peanut Butter, pound......................................................... 25c Ice Co. Tel. 122-2.
25-Th-31
premises.
22
ROCKY
HILL
AVE.,
after
6
Get catalog. Prices on 500 and 1.000 lots, m... or to REV. OSCAR STUART. Adam; Stp.
Kansas City. Me.
where she has been the guest of her
shall was generously remembered.
postpaid.
Con; uit us before ordering else
Full Cream Cheese, pound................ j............................... 35c
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
daughter, Mrs. Wendell Studley.
________ 33*35
where.
*
Real Estate ................................... $
86.888
EAST
UNION
Wilson
Smalley
of
Thomaston
H.
H. STOVER & CO .
Fancy Creamery Butter, pound........................................ 58c
Mortgage Loans ........................... 612.112
TO LET—Tenement iq Gregory Block.”North
1169 Forest Ave, Portland
50,900 Oil
End
C A HAMILTON.
33-35
the weekend with his wife at Collateral Loans
34-69
Marshmallow Creme, can.............................................. 19c Mrs. George Davis is spending a spent
Stocks and Bonds .. ............ ... 1.130.XI# 37
George A. Palmer’s.
TO LET—Furnished room.
1)R. REUTER,
408,005 #0
Cash In Office and Bank-.. .. .
38 Summer St.
33-35
Nut Butterine, pound.....................................
25c few weeks in Boatan, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Merton Winchenbach Agent’s Balances ............... ... 527,516 73
v Used Cars
and child of West Waldolmro were Bills Receivable ...................
39,557 30 ,
her
sister.
TO LET—Main street Garage for dealer.
Corned Beef, can........... 20c. Dried Beef, jar............. 19c
Interest and Rents ............
21,253 77!
2 floors 36x75. C M. BLAKE’S WALL I’AThe spring term of school opens Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Free All
FORO TOURING CAR. nearly new. equipped PER STORE._______
other Assets ... .>......... ... 171,516 86
29-tf
with Bosch system, demountable oversize
Monday with Miss Ruth Moody as land Vannah.
TO LET—Two modern flats. C. .\LkMLAKE
Mrs. B- R. Winchenbach has re
Gross Assets, ................... .. .$3,048,140 01 tires, and many extras, in flrst class shape.
teacher.
ALL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
THOMASTON
Must sell at oneg.
A S.LEON ARD, Thom WALL PAPER STORE. Tel. 466M
29-tf
W. S. Lothrop went to Waterville turned home from the village where Deduct items not admitted ... 415,169x48 ! aston Ahnsliouse.
34-36
TO LET—Store now occupied by Edward
she has been the guest of her daugh
Admitted Assets .............. ,...$2,632,970 53
O
’
B.
Gonia
Will
be
vacated
about
April
FREE DELIVERY IN OWL'S HEAD WED. AND THURS. Friday.
CHEVROLET 4 PASSENGER COUPE In first
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1624
iMrs. Lottie Wellman and daughter ter, Mrs. H. R. Aldis.
Mass condition. Bargain if taken at once 1st. Apply to MRS. B. B SMITH, at t4>«
Watts Hall
Net
Unpaid
Losses
..........
....$
704,62#
84
C.
E
Bicknell
office.
20tf
Ralph Simmons has employment
after 6 p. m.
Helen of Hope were recent guests of
Unearned Premiums .......... .... 656.382 66 Call at 22 ROCKY HILL AVE .
33*35
in the button factory.
CUT PRICES ON EVERYTHING SALE DAYS Mrs. Jennie Payson.
TO LET—Teoeuwot at 1$4 N'orth. gala »L
All other- Liabilities .......... ....
153,173 IJ
P. L. ffAVKNGR
NIK.
Mrs. Willie Wotton, Alice Simmons Cash Capital ........ .................. .... 700,000 00
Itfl AMERICAN BIX. just overhauled and all1 mod.™ cunr.ulenc...
Elliot Warren from
Aroostook
APRIL 14-15
Tel. 792-K
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
418,784
84
In
first
class
condition
—
tires
praetleaily
new
county has been spending u few days and Lester Simmons of Friendship
bargain .If sold at once. BERT ANGEL,
Know the trerneiiauua pulling powar
with his mother, Mrs. Mnhala Free- were Sunday callers of Mr. and Mrs, Total Liabilities and Surplus 1,$2,632,970 53’
Gull Restaurant, Limerock St , Roek-

CHARLES RAY

'■ li 8)1 II

DYNAMITE SMITH

FOR SALE

FRANK 0. HASKELL

CASH GROCERY

LAMB
LAMB
LAMB
LAMB

41 OCEAN STREET

VEAL
VEAL
► VEAL
VEAL

Watch This Space

AT HASKELL’S

Social Circles
In addition to penonal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, tills departure es
pecially deelrea information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Motes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .............................................. 770
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Every-Other-Day
CARS NOT INCLUDED*

LEWIS M. .KEENE

TOKIO’S BIG FIRE

People’s Laundry Cafi’t Ac
cept Sedans In Wet Wash
In Spite of Ad.

A Former Appleton Man
Gained Wealth and Promi
nence In Nebraska.

Twenty thousand persons were
made homeless when a major con
flagration swept northern Toklo yes
terday, destroying 3000 buildings and
resulting in unestimated casualties.
The fire was brought under control
last night. The fire swept through a.n
area which w«9 being rebuilt after
the recent fire and earthquake which
devastated the city. It started in a
factory district untouched by the fire
that came In the wake of the earth
quake and ran its course through a
district made up of temporary and
reconstructed buildings.

The recent death ln Fremont, Neb.,
of Lewis Mt Keene, marked the pass
The committee is expecting a large feel able to take on automobiles/'
ing of a Knox County boy who had
and Congenial crowd at the masquer said Benjamin C. Perry yesterday, re
achieved golden result* from fol
ferring
to
the
advertisement
which
ade dance at the Country Club to
lowing Horace Greeley's advice. He
appeared
in
the
Tuesday
Issue
of
this
night and has prepared several spe
had gone Into the West at the psy
cial features.
Many guests plan to paper, telling the world that cars
chological moment, hna listened
attend the Chapman concert flrst, and were economically washed at the Peo
when opportunity knocked at ,his
provision has been made for them to ple's I-aundry. The Insertion of the
door, and had come to be One of the
don their costumes at the Country advertisement was made through a
series
of
misunderstandings,
nnd
U
most influential clti«ens of a growing Mrs. Solomon Marr.
Club afterward.
The committee
To this union
end progresshe community. One of two children were born, LewiH M. Jr.,
will make an exception in the case of is to clear the atmosphere that
Proprietor
Perry
is
advising
people
JUST
LOOK,
YOU
I
his home papers published the fol and Charles A. Keene. Rhe died sev
those concert devotees who are un
lowing cbltuary.
able to make Ihe costume change, and not tn stick their coupes and sedatts
eral years agoAbout eight years
Grindell
’
s
Famous
into
the
wet
wash
i
•
• * * *
welcome them on the dance flour not
ago Mr. Keene was united in mar
"We
guarantee
all
work
of
Ihe
IteWis
M.
Keene,
80,
whose
name
ln costume. It is the earnest desire,
riage to Jane Tremaine, who surColonial Orchestra
stands out most prominently in the
however, that all guests make a pnr- People's Laundry and call for ■th*
ives him.
deliver It free just as the ad said, t*it
history and development aof Fre
ticular effort to come In costume.
Mr. Keene was very prominent in
New Arcade Surface
we dont include automobiles" wde
mont, died at his home aftega linger the Masonic fraternity, being a
ing illness of the past yearBy the member of Fremont lodge, A. F. and
The party scheduled for Friday Ben’s parting shot.
Extra Special
death of Mr. Keene Fremont loses A. M.; Signet chapter number 8; Mt.
night at the B. & P- W. club rooms
T^E HEALTH PLAY CASTj
one of the staunchest and most Tabor Comniandery number 9; Hi
will he postponed until a later date.
Balloon, Favor and
prominent citizens, whose life has ram Council number —, and a thirtyGrammar School Youngster* Will
been devoted to activity in the devel- third degree Scottish Rite Mason.
Feature
Dances
Dragons in gold relief have ap
Givo Entertainment At The Park
ment of the city nnd county.
He was high priest of the chapter
peared in Ixmdon in fancy evening
Saturday Morning.
I Auspice* of :
Successful In every line he un for two years, eminent commander
dress hosiery, the styles running
dertook, a leader of men. philan two years and was grand comman
generally to bright colors and other
There is a fever case in the city
Class of ’21
thropic for the welfare of the com der of Nebraska for one year.
He
spectacular designs.
Most of the which has not been reported to the
in which he lived, Lewis M was sponsor of the L. M. Keene chap
stockings on which the Chinese em Health Officer, Reference is had to
New High School Benefit munity
Keene attained state wide promt- ter of De Molay.
blem have been seen were of a pale “School Bell Fever,” the Grammar
nenqe as one of Nebraska’s leading
In polities a zealous republican, he
Fund
flesh shade.
Battleship grey is a School health play which will be giv
citizens.
as personally acquainted with many
new stocking color, the shade having en at Park Theatre at 10 o’clock Sat
For the past yenr his advanced of the party leaders, with whom he
a tendency, say the modistPs to make urday morning. The principals will
MARCH 25
age and failing health have caused has often been called in council.
ankles appear more slender and he Mother, Olive Pease; ^manda,
retirement front the activities with Through hiR lengthy period of acIS THE DATE
shapely.
Irma Fickett; the doctor. Lloyd
which he was so long affiliated. ivity in Nebraska he made hundreds
Clark. The presentation Is being
During this time, however, he hits if friends, who Join with the family
Regular People and a
Mrs. Charles 44. Hall entertained a made in tbe interest of health edumaintained an office ln the new n mourning his death.
few friends atdlnner Monday even tlon.
Regular Dance
Keene building on East Fifth street.
A writer years ago said of hjm:
"The lleakh Charm," another play,
ing In honor of Miss Mildred Hall’s
Always strong of mind, he kept an ’Some men rise to eminence in the
has
this
cast:
Health,
Viola
Joy;
birthday. Covers were laid for 10
THE SEASON’8
active
Interest
ln
the
affairs
of
the
•ole of professional callings; others
and a very pleasant evening was Youth. Lucy French; Education, Ber
state and community up until his hrough fortunate investments of
tha Knight; Disease, Francis Mcspent.
ONE BEST BET
death.
Alary; Doctor, Henry Benson; Keep
money, while slill another class reap
For many years he has served as he harvest of their own sowing,
The 27.th annual conference of the er of Germs, Robert Hussey; Disease
chairman of the hoad of directors of which is the case of Mr. Keene, who
NEW FOOTBALL RULES
Maine Daughters of the American Fairies—Impure Air, Frederick Palthe Fremont National bank, and for tommenecd life’s battle single handed
Revolution is being held in Bangor , mer; Late Hours, Clinton Fickett:
Number of Important Changes Made 28 years prior to his election as chair possessing nothing but a sound body,
today. The sessions began yester Bud Food, Nelson Rokes; Cold School
man of the board he served as presi pres^Ll forward hy the ability to
at Committse's Recent 8a**ion.
day with an address by Mrs. Oliver Lunch, Andrew Larkin; Laziness,
dent of the bank.
Kirkpatrick: Public Drinking
achieve something ii^ life for him
h. Hall, formerly of Rockland. A Sidney
His versatility is illustrated by the
Public
report of the State representative of Cup, Richard Knowlton;
At the recent session of the foot many activities In which he Was affil self?
Towel,
Liberate
Paladlno;
Tea
and
Surviving are his wife and two
hall rules committee in New York iated in Dodge county, in all of which
the Knox Memorial Was ,presented
sons. Lewis M. Jr., and C. A. Keene.
AN OPPORTUNE TIME
•this forenoon hy Mrs. Lucy Wood- Coffee, Charles Low; Walter Willey; these changes were made.
he attained success. Coming to this
Health Fairies—Sunshine, Madeline
The Fremont newspaper also pub
Kick-off wlil be made from 40-yard county when but 23 years of age,
hull Hazlett.
Coffey; Fresh Air, Dorothy Lawry; line instead of from mid-field.
lished an editorial tribute and ihe For Men Who Wish to Enlist and
with but J50 on which to build his mayor of the city issued an official
Sleep, Virginia Proctor; flood Food,
Serve In the First Corps Area.
When defensive team is off-side it
Miss Elizabeth M. LeProhon, of Virginia Walker; Milk, Evelyn Se
fortune, Mr. Keene first operated a proclamation.
The funeral was one
| feu ston is visiting her sister Mrs. gal; Hot School Lunch, Marguerite shall he penalized 5 yards but offen sorghum mill.
This was in 1867. of the largest ever held in Fremont.
The Portland Harbor Army Re
sive team shall not receive a first
William 1‘. Walsh, Summer street.
when Dodge county was in Its in
Hamilton; Drinking Water, Madeline
cruiting District with headquarters at
down, as formerly. The down shall
fancy.
He
continued
this
milling
Rubenstein; Soap and Water, Ednah
fort Williams. Maine, announces that
The Y. O. T. B. Club was enter Howard, Marguerite Tibbetts; Play, email) the same
A NEW CONTENDER
project over his first winter.
leads the recruiting districts of
Whfn a kick is blocked by a mem
tained at Hotel Bocklan^ Monday Constance Miller.
He then entered upon duties as
the First Corps Area in enlistments
ber of either side the ball shall go to
by Mrs. Thomas F. Keatfng.
The
The entertainment will he carefully
school teacher and farmer.
He
Since the first of
auction prizes were won by Mrs. supervised and a small admission the side recovering it and a down taught school during the winter Group of Halifax Men To so far this month.
March 42 enlistments have been se
shall he counted if the ball does not
Gertrude Boody, Mrs. Anna Foley and charged.
Parents and Interested
months, and ln the summer worked
Enter
Craft
In
Fishermen
’
s
cured in the district.
Of this num
If ball
Mrs. Nellie McKenney.
Refresh adults are cordially invited. Man cross the line of scrimmage.
on a farm, sometimes accepting ev
ber mostly all were enlisted for the
ments were served.
Race.
ager Benson has contributed the the is partially blocked and does cross en more laborious employment.
He
First Corps Area assignments. Dur
line of scrimmage it shall be played
atre and a comedy film.
gained a reputation for his ambi
ing the month of February 339 enlist
as if it had not been blocked.
Mr and Mrs. C. S. Staples of North
tion and his determination to suc
Renewed
interest
has
been
ments were obtuined in the First
Doctor or trainer may come on the
Haven were in the city yesterday,
ceed.
aroused in the international fisher
WHITE PINE BLISTER field to attend an Injured player
'orps Area, Boston leading in the
retuunlng from their winter sojourn
He started his farming activiies
standing of the districts with 98 en
Without receiving permission from an
in Connecticut and New Jesrey. Mr.
by renting a farm, and then renting men’s races series by the announce listments, Providence was second
He must report to referee
Staples also made a side trip to U. S. Government Office official.
team paying for the use of the ment that a new racing fisherman, with 64, the Portland Harbor Dis
or umpire before attending player.
Florida.
from the crop he raised. When designed as a candidate for the North trict was third with 63, and enlist
Praises Work Done By Winner of the tos* may elect to team
he could not farm In the winter he Atlantic trophy, will be launched la'e ments made at the various other sta
kick-off, receive or defend either
Misa Doris Black leaves Saturday
accepted a position to teach In the this month at Shelburne.
The tions lirough the total for the month
Walter O. Frost of Rock goal.
for Woonaocket, R- I. where she will
Maple Creek school.
During his schooner, which Is being built for a up to 339.
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clipping
shall
be
25
spend the week's vacation. With her
land.
spare time he worked at making group of Halifax men, will probably
Men who are desirous of entering
yards from point where foul occured.
will go Miss, Marion Norton, who will
brick- or other employment to ln he christened the Haligoian
the service and want to be stationed
Rule against flying tackles and
visit her aunt. Mrs. Wilbur A. l’resWith Ihe coming of spring renew
crease his small store of wealth.
The vessel was designed by W. J. in Ihe First Corps Area will find this
sey, in Cambridge.
*
ed efforts will -he made in Maine, .as tackling below the knees stricken out.
He took a homestead and lived Roue in accordance with require Ihe opportune time as those vacan- i
well as in other states where there Is'
alone on it until it was improved ments us lo proportionate displace
ies sre filling rapidly.
Those who
The Brow ne Club will meet at the blister rust for its control, looking to
JUDGE MILLS’ SON
and he was in possession of the land ment ns well as sail area under the desire to travel will find enlistment
home of Mrs. Harold Olidden, 14 the future with thq hope of its pos
After securing this claim he pur amended deed of gift of the interna for Panama or the Eighth Corps Area
Summer street tomorrow evening. sible eradication. This work is be
Friends of Judge Sumner P. Mills,
Come prepared to sew on sheets for ing carried on hy the state and fed former Rockland man, will be inter chased eighty other acres and devot tional trophy. Her lines will be finer sufficient to fulfill this desire. Any
the Red Cross and also on woolen eral government agents. At the of ested in the following Farmington ed his time to improving the land than those of the Lunenburger Blue- information which is desired with re
into a valuable farm.
nose which lifted Ihe trophy at Glou gard to enlistment in the Army will
quilt.
fice of the V. S. Blister Rust Control special:
In .November. 1870, he was hon cester in 1922. but the Haligoian, like he gladly supplied at the locul re
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Butler
Mills,
son
of
Judge
words of praiqe were spoken of the
J. N. Southard leaves tonight for manner in which the control work and Mrs. Sumner P. Mills, Farming- ored with his first public office, be Ihe Bluenose, will be an able ship cruiting station located at Post Of
E/Boston for a few days' stay.
ton, was awarded the medal offered ing elected su;ierintendent of the capable of giving good account of fice, Rockland.
is being carried on in Maine.
public schools of Dodge county. At herself, blow high, blow low.
Her
It is stated by W. O. Frost of by the Waltham Watch Company, to
A parly was given at the home of Rockland. State leader of blister rust the student In Senior class writing that time he was but 26 yearn of age. skipper will lie Captain Crouse and
Capt. Everett 1.. Thompson Thursday control, that, "the year 1924 created the best essay on Abraham Lincoln. He served in this capacity for one her crew will be drawn from Lunen
burg.
evening to announce the marriage of a ‘new high’ in blister rust control Mills is 17 years of age, Is Editor- year.
Jn the autumn of 1871 Mr. Keene
In addition to the Haligoian there
Miss Clara Moulden and Leroy Cook work, a record lhat will be difficult In-Chief of School Laurel, in this his
Which took place that evening; and to equal in years to come- Every Senior year, and is president of the was elected clerk of Dodge county will be several other new schooners
at the same time was observed the total of the work done ln 1923 was High School Debating Club. He also where he served for two terms, gain to race with tbe Bluenose next
NOW OPEN
birthday of Mrs. Della Peaslee. Sup surpassed In 1924 by a large percent has musical talent. He plays the ing re-election. When he was elect fall for Ihe right to represent Canad
Mrs. Thurlow’s Ices
per was served at 9.30. The table age.” Mr. Frost, in his report gives violin and piano, is a member of the ed the office was ex-officio of the in the international event at Glou
The schooner Mayotte, de
Five Flavor*
decorations were in orange and white credit for the success of the work School orchestra, and was manager of district court, but during his term us cester.
with a birthday cake on one end und “to the blister rust control agents of the football team in the fall of county clerk, the clerk of district signed by O, B. Hamm, which served
the wedding cake on the other, Ihe whose duties necessitate the most his Senior year, and manager of court was made appointive by the her first season on the Banks last
When he concluded year, Is n probable contender. Cap
wedding cake being made by the intensive and educational work. It track in his Junior year. He has a county judge.
A SPECIALTY
brides sister, Mrs. Della Peaslee. The calls for nil the qualifications of a mechanical turn of mind having con hl* term a* county clerk he was ap tain Roland Knickle's new schooner
TRY A
guests were Capt. Thompson, Kim salesman, a stump-speaker, a house- structed his own radio and is strong pointed a* clerk df district court, ln launched recently at Lunenburg is
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until
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.Eaton, Myra Gross.
Cassie Clark, to-house canvasser, a statistician,
on electrical studies. He is some
During his terms in office he was
Tlie international cup has been in
Olive Walker. Abbie Carter, Ethel writer, and other professions too thing of a magician and has given
—At—
Burns, John Sullivan. Edward Car- numerous to mention.”
in past several public exhibitions engaged In the real estate, loan and the hands of the trustees since the
rticn, Mrs. Moulden, Mrs. Peaslee and
The blister rust attacks the white In magic tricks. He is popular with abstract business and when he con fall of 1923 when the series at Halifax
sons Nathan and Leroy, Mr. and Mrs. pine, considered one of the most val his classmates, ond has a fine sense eluded his official dutiea he formed broke up without a decision.
Cap
Leroy Cook; Mrs. Sylvester of South uaMe of trees. "During January and or humor. He is a member of the a partnership with L. D. Richards In tain Angus Walters of the Bluenose
Blue-hill und Miss Flora McKnato of February, 1922, the white pines on High School Club which meets every this line of business, forming Rich on that occasion refused to resail a
Ellsworth. Music was furnished by 39 miles of rod wide strip lines ln Sunday afternoon at the Old South ards, Keene and company. Later he disputed race and took his schooner
Miss Carter.
Captain Ben
Maine's white pine region were eg church and has served as its leader." was one of the principal promoters home to Lunenburg.
of the Western Trust and Security Pine of the American schooner Co
Opposite Waiting Room
amined to determine the per cent
Mrs. Basil Stinson has returned of pine infection." says Mr. Frost In
ROCKLAND,..................... MAINE
"What’s happening in Washing company, being one of Its directors lumbia refused to accept victory by
from Ellsworth, where she was his rpeort.
“This survey showed ton?" “What in our Legislature?" and stockholders, and one of the default, and the cup was taken in
called two weeks ago hy the Illness that 7.2 per cent of the 8.916 pines "What did Coolidge recommend in organizers and directors of the Se charge Ay the trustees. As a result
and subsequent death of her sister, on the strip were diseased. Sample his Inaugural as to the World Court, curity Trust company.
of the 1923 fiasco no series was held
Mra. K. K. Thompson.
He wsr 'also prominent in many last year.
plot& taken in nuiny places show an to Taxation, as to armaments, ns
even greater damage; one in the to America’s air service, as'to the other Fremont business enterprises,
Mrs. W. Harrison Sanborn is on a town of Poland in Androscoggin Cnuses of War, as to our relation to and served as treasurer of the Fre
two weeks' visit in New York City.
County showed that of 1'29 trees ex foreign natlonR, as to economy"'' mont Stock Yard and Land com
amined, over 53 per cent had blister Such topics as these'are answered pany, ns director of the'Nye-Schndid
f The Shakespeare Society met rust; a second plot in the town of
every meeting by various members of er company, director of the Fremont
THE THEATRE AROUND
Monday night with Mrs. E. TY.'Silsby, Bowdoin, same county, showed that
the Educational Club, helping to Carriage company, and treasurer of
THE CORNER
Hummer street. The i>aper was a 90 per cent of 168 trees had blister keep all up to the minute regarding the Fremont Manufacturing com
TODAY
• masterly one on the "Life of General rust.. In the city of Rockland, Knox
pany.
worth while current events. All are
Last Time Today
Burgoyne” read by Mrs. H. B. Fales. County, where there is very little
Mr. Keene with L. D. Richards,
busy, so this feature followed each
"The Devil’s Disciple." was com- white pine, the disease Is killing off season systematically proves a won was instrumental In erecting the
pleted, ending tlie club program for what little re;>roduction there is
Mr.
-In—
derful time saver, eagerly anticipated, Fremont postofflce building
the year. The next meeting, held
“In January. 1925, a eampl* plot ■So too the personal discussions fol Keene was also donor of the Keene
March 30 with Mrs. J. A. Jameson, shows that of 363 trees examined, 248
Memorial
to
the
veterans
of
the
lowed this year, and as marriage is
North Main street, will see election or 82 per cent had blister rust. A»
considered a most uncertain game world war In the city park.
of officers and the reading of'the an 62.5 per cent of the diseased trees
For the past few years he has
that comes in for considerable atten
nual reports together with the very have trunk cankers, It is readily seen
tion.
Rules for husbands to follow been practically retired, although he
important task of mapping out the that this bunch of pines is as good as
which would enable them to make of atlll maintained his office and con
reading course for 1925-26.
dead at the present time, all due to married life a still greater success are tinued to serve as chairman of the
America’s greatest actres* in
the presence of currant and goose-, lo he suggested Friday evening by hoard of directors of the Frehiont
Dr. R. W. Bickford is spending the berry bushes within 960 feet, ln the
her thrilling dual role. Th* »t»r of
Notional bank.
all the women.
“Peg O’ My -Heart” in thi* new
week in Boston.
town of Buxton, York County, ex
He was horn In McLain Mills,
r
picture goes from th* rag* of the
amination of a small plot showed
Maine, Sept. 18, 1844, the youngest
—Alao—
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extremely
well
little lri*h colleen to the silk* and
Muriel, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. that of the 506 trees examined, 340,
of several children born to Benjamin
for
the
Lynn-Rockland
and
RockPercy L. McPhee, cf Knox street, en- of 67 per cent had blister ruet.
fur* of the great Duchess of Ma‘ON THE THRESHOLD’
and Elisubeth McLain Keene.
He
-eno and the seductive gown* of
v tei'talned little friends Tuesday in These figures show what la taking land-Alumnne contests which will was educated in the schools of Maine
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close
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season
with
a
L’Enigma, the baffling mystic;
honor of her sixth birthday.
Those place in white pine reproduction.
und lived there until, at the age of
wallop
March
27
in
The
Arcade.
Two
from the light-hearted comedy to
present were Dorothy Thomas. Ruth
“The amount of pine infected In factors yet to come will reuse a great 22, he came to Nebraska to make his
Friday-Saturday
'Pike. Alice Porter, Margaret Waltz, unprotected areas is steadHy In
tense startling drama.
increase in sale volume.
The flrst permanent Tiome.
Eleanor Sylvester Mabie Porter, creasing. making
necessary
the is the display of the Lynn team
Nov. 30, 1871, he was united
Shirley Gray and Doris Coltart. prompt application of contral meas
marriage te Miss Lizzie Dorsey,
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Music, dancing and games featured ures to protect and assure the con (General Electric School) pictures
daughter bf Mr. und Mrs. Hamilton
the afternoon frolic. The vocal duet tinued production of the white pine which Coach Jones plans to make in
Mrs. Keene died in 1873
Chisholm's window this afternoon. Dorsey.
by Alice Porter and Murid McPhce, crop of Maine"
He says they are a trappy looking7set. two years later.
"Two Little Maids," was greatly ap
Mr. Frost reports that the State
—And—
In December, 1875, he married
preciated by the kiddies. At 4.30 has apparently arrived at the peak The other drawing card is the names
tlie children marched Into the dining of its efforts with the present avail of the Alumnae players which Coach Jennie Marr, daughter of Mr. and
Jones has promised lo make public
roptn which was attractively deco able funds.
"There is no doubt
A thrilling comedy-drama about
rated in accordance with St. Patrick’s about the need for going Into new in the Saturday issue of this paper.
a beautiful wild mare that Hoot
Day. Potted shamrocks graced the territory but unless more funds are Tlie list will be long, for a perfectly
capture* and rida* in a breath
table. In the center of the room were provided this cannot be done until obvious reason. It is Raid to include
taking race I
green and white streamers which led some of the present districts are fin players even back of those dim dark |
to the table, at the end of each he ished thereby allowing the shifting days whet) Chief Advisor Margaret |
—Also—
The early;
ing a surprise package tied with of present agents into new territory Flanagan played center
The action start* in the office of
“THE RIDDLE RIDER”
green ribbon for each child. As they Most of the ribes eradication, so far. purchase of tickets to this doubleMr*. F. W. Renders
Bartlett, mining broker, shift* to
started to partake of the cakes, cook have-been in the counties of Andros header is advised for several reasons
a New York lodging house, kept by
It will be gilt edge basketball.; It I Will open a Millinery Parler for
• ies, cocoa and mild punch the door coggin,
Sagadahoc,
Cumberland, —
Phillis, where Ben and Polly meet.
will unquestionably call out a mon- J en* weak, b*ginning—
opened and when they saw “M*c" Kennebec. Oxford and York.”
Next the town of Rawhide is in
ster crowd: It wlll help put the de- J
FRIDAY, MARCH 20
coining they knew the ice cream
FRANK H. INGRAHAM troduced with intense action in th*
pleted treasury of the Athletic Asso
would soon follow. The day being
—r-At—recorder’s office, Polly’s tea-room,
Attorney and Counselor at
ciation oh an even keel; it will be
A. C. MOORE
"M*c’«P wedding anniversary. he was
th* village inn, the mining shaft
possibly your last chance to cheer;
invited to join the party. Muriel re
Mrs. A. A. Jamsson’s
Law
and Brennan’s lake shack.
for
Rockland's
only
“
Htate
Champ"
ceived many pretty gifts and the little
Piano Tuner
C*md*n St, N*«r |M*w*ri*k 8«u*r* 431'jilN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
outfit (girls of ’21) and for the game
hostess was wished many happy
»4*lt

"We do claim to wash everything

in our laundry, tout we don’t quite

<

--

ICE CREAM
PARLOR

SUNDAES

CHISHOLM BROS.

EMPIRE
CORINNE

GRIFFITH

High Colors are the thing, and we have
them.

New Spring Coats $10.50 to $92.50,

New Spring Ensemble Suits $25. to $75.

New Spring Dresses $10.98 to $52.50
Call and look them over as they are on
display for your approval

AYER’S
<Jj Tomorrow is the first day oPSpring. I think we
are all glad the winter is past. Let us look forward
now to Spring and Summer. New goods are ar
riving every day and we have some wonderful
trades in Men’s and Boys’ Furnishings.
MEN’S

Dress Pants ..... $3.50, $5.00, $5.00
Work Suits ............................. $7.50
Golf Pant* ___ $3.98, $5.00, $6.00
Rain Coats ................... $5.00, $6.00
Suede Jacket* ........... $6.00, $7.00
Golf Stockings $1.00, $1.50, $2.50
Sweaters ........... $5.00, $6.00, $7.00
Dress Stockings 25c, 50c, 75c, 1.00
Spring Hats............. — $3.75, $4.50
Spring Caps .... $1.00, $1.75, $2.00
Work Shirts, all colors ....... $1.00
Dress Shirts .... $1.00, $2.00, $2.50

. BOYS’
Suit* for Spring ..........................
........ $5.00, $7.50, $10.00, $12.00
Extra Pants ..... $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
Golf Pant* ................ ........... $3.50
Golf Stocking*—beautiss .........
..................... ...... 50c, $1.00, $1.25
Rain Coat* ................. $4.50, $5.00
Suede Jackets ...................... $5.00
Sweater* .... -.................$3 50. $5.00
Stockings—black or brown ....
..................... .......... 25c, 35e, 50c
Spring Caps ...... -................. $1.00
Overalls ........................... 75e, $1.00
Blouses—handsome .... -.......... 90c
Shirts—English Broadcloth $1.50

Our Spring line of Ladies' Silk Hose ha* just arrived, nearly
all colors of the rainbow. Oh, they're handsome. As for wear
ing qualities, just ask anyone that wears them. We claim they
have no competitors. Try a pair for yourself.

WILLIS AYER
Concert Announcement Extraordinary
SEATS NOW ON SALE

CITY HALL BOX OFFICE, PORTLAND
—FOR—

BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Serge Koussevitzky, Conductor
Presented by the

PORTLAND MUSIC COMMISSION

City Hall Auditorium, MARCH 25
—At the—
LOWEST PRICES EVER KNOWN IN MAINE
$1.00, $1.50, and $2.00 Without Tax
Mail erders filled in order of receipt
Telephone order* taken at Foreat 78072
Make checks payable to Portland Music Commission

32-34

MONDAY-TUESDAY

“Flames of Desire”
—With—

Laurette Taylor

“ONE NIGHT
IN ROME”

HOOTGIBSON

OPENING

this season.

STRAND

“LOVE’S
WILDERNESS”

MILLINERY

Our Spring Coats, Dresses land En
semble Suits are now arriving daily in
wonderful high colors so much in vogue

“THE

Mildred Harris

HURRICANE KID”

Cullen Landis

“ONE LAW
FOR THE WOMAN”

Wyndham Standing
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45. 8:30.

LAST TIME/

PRICE8—10c, 15c, 20e

“TOP OP THE WORLD”
—With —

TODAY

ANNA Q. NiLSSON
COMEDY

FABLES

NEWS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

TWO

SPECIAL

PICTURES

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
—IN—

“ IHE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS"
The story of a railroad man who could not to be sidetracked
: ADDED ATTRACTION

“IN EVERY WOMAN’S LIFE”
—With-

VIRGINIA VALLI, MARC McDERMOTT,
LLOYD HUGHES, STUART HOLMES
THE THRILL DRAMA OF LAND AND SEA
COMING:

‘‘THE SWAN,” ALL 8TAR CAST

Page Eight

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 19, 1925.

Brazilian revolution ot 1890. It is
Mrs. Harry Gould
enough to say that a well-organized
group put the Emperor, his family
and entourage aboard a warship,
wished them godspeed to Portugal,
and established a republic. The af
fair was quite bloodless and so well
managed as not even to be thrill
ing- The Emperor did not seem
greatly to mind being an ex-emperor
and. I was informed, looked forward
with some satisfaction to spending
his remaining years in Europe.
The revolutionists were able men
and of an original turn of mind Or
dinarily the control of the treasury
is the chief objective of most IaitlnAmerican revolutions, and the usual,
every-duv revolution falls down when
the controllers of the treasury some
what too flagrantly conserve the
MOTHER:- Fletcher’s
funds. But these Brazilian reveluCastoria is especially prepared
tionists were wiser; their personal
interests ran parallel to those of the
to relieve Infants in arms and
state. To avoid political dissensions
Children all ages of Constipa
that m:ght endanger the provisional
government, Huy Barbosa, the Minis
tion, Flatulency, Wind Colic
ter ot Finance, advocated Inflation—
and Diarrhea; allaying Feverishness arising therefrom, and, by
thereby creating a period of indus
trial prosperity and avoiding the
regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of
evils of revolution.
Food; giving healthy and natural sleep.
As a result of this program there
‘For years at various intervals my
was not even a single riot during the liver would become torpid, and I fre
To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of
year of the provisional government. quently suffered from gas in my
Absolutely Harmless - Nte Opiates. Physicians everywhere recommend it.
A constitution modeled on our own stomach. I always resorted to a physi
was adopted by the constituent as cian, at such times with no little expense.
sembly, and the Republic of Brazil, After trying out results of other
with Fonseca as President, was es medicines I decided to try Dr. Pierce’s
MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE LIFE
Bradford
Redonnett of Wiscas
tablished. I went with Dr. Mendonca Golden Medical Discovery, and for a
to urge Secretary Blaine to recognize few mornings Dr. Pierce's Pleasant set who addresses the Woman’s Ed
the Republic of Brazil: 1 made the Pellets, and I had the best of results. ucational Club tomorrow evening, is
“Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a point that it would be unfortunate if After I saw what it was doing for me, one of Maine’s ablest public speakers
one or more European nations pre I advised my husband to try it and this He was born and educated in Bris
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
ceded the United States In recogniz past spring is the first in five years that tol, and after graduating from Cas
ing the Republic. As I was return ae did not have to be under a doctor’s tine Normal School taught for sev
At present he is in the
ing to New York that night. Blaine care for stomach trouble and a run eral years.
(By Charles R. Flint)
said that he would write to me dur down condition. Dr. Pierce’s Discovery insurance business in Wiscasset, ana
is connected with the Federal Land
[Continued—Began Feb. 26]
ridges, and all sorts of munitions. ing the evening, which he did as fol is truly wonderful. It is harmless, yet
Bank of Springfield. He has served
so
beneficial.
It
is
with
the
greatest
lows:
Now
it
was
possible
that
Colombia
Chapter VIII.—Serving South Amer
"It is important that you return to pride I send this statement of Dr. as selectman of his native town sev
might object to having these sent
ican Belligerents
Washington as soon as possible. Pierce’s true honesty in giving to the eral tepns; and was register of deeds
acress
her
territory
as
munitions
My first experience in’serving bel
Your services in the conference are public, within the reach of all, medicine 16 years for Lincolh County.
ligerents came in 1869-70—when I But, as an experiment, ten dirigible so valuable that we need you every far-reaching enough to heal disease. I
was acting as secretary for H. E. torpedoes from Pratt and Whitney ho.ur, though I am asking much of feel that I cannot make impressive
lost Antonio Garciay Garcia, Minister were slipped into the center of 10 you to be here so constantly, for your enough the value of this medicine.”—
PARK THEATRE
of Peru to the United States—in con cases of oil-cloth and shipped in large business demands a great deal Mrs. Harry Gould, 34 Broad St., Glas
nection with buying and fitting out company with many more cases of of your attention. But Just now it tonbury (East Hartford) Conn.
"The Top Of Tlie World," a I’aratwo monitors and three transports oilcloth that did not have torpedoes must be patriotism first and business
Obtain the Discovery in tablets or mount picture, featuring Anna Q.
inside. I had sat up many nights try
Nilsson
and James Kirkwood will
for Peru.
*
liquid from your druggist or send 10c
afterwards.
My next experience in serving ing to find some general article of
for trial pkg. to Dr. Pierce’s Invalids’ have its last .showing today. “The
You
and
Dr.
Mendonca
are.
I
am
Top of the World” is loaded with
belligerents was during the war be commerce that would hold a Lay sure, correct In regard to the sta1 Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
dramatic dynamite which explodes
tween Chile and Peru. In 1875 11 dirigible torpedo, and I had discov (bility of the existing government,
ered
that
oilcloth,
framed
in
the
or

With a terrifying bang at the height
was appointed Consul for Chile in
and I offered to arrange his recep
of one of the most r distic and exNew York, and in the absence of the dinary way. weighed just about the tion at the White House as the rep
OWL'S HEAD
same
as
a
layer
or
two
of
oilcloth
I
citing
storms ever put into a motion
Charge d’Affalres for Chile. I was
resentative of the new Republic of
picture.
That
devastating
flood,
entrusted with the conduct of the with a torpedo inside. Peru did a Brazil as soon as speeches could be
sweeping down from the high moun
Chilean Legation. At that time my surprisingly large business in oilcloth prepared.
Official
Report
of
the
Busy
during
those
days.
Cartridges
sur

tains.
washing away houses and
firm was the financial agent of Peru.
“Do come over soon. In haste.
When the war was suddenly declared rounded by lard were sent in lard
Doings of Town Meeting. swallowing up people, is by itself
Your friend always,
I
1
ir:
els.
Herreshoff
built
a
number
worth several times the price of ad
by Chile against Peru, I was, in a .
“James G. Blaine.”
way, on both sides. When thd war j *'f 50-foot torpedo boats, and these
• • • •
Owl's Head had its annual town missionwent
through
in
sections
as
“
car

The Attraction for Friday and Sat
became imminent, we received cables
But as the artificial prosperity cre meeting Monday. There were a
from Peru to ship munitions to riages." all ready to bolt and put to ated by inflation began to sag. the large number of voters present from urday will be two spe.ial feature
picturesElaine Hammers '••in will
Callao with all possible despatch. I gether.
conditions seemed favorable for the all sections of the town. And more
« • • •
immediately cabled to Santiago my
of a feeling of harmony and good be seen in her latest vehicle, “The
re-establishment
of
the
monarchy
—
The Peruvians were exi>erienced in
Midnight Express.” which is a story
resignation as Chilean Consul, and
and Admirals Mello and da Gama will among the people than has pre
of a railroad man who could not be
turned over the business of the le the handling of torpedo boats: they (the latter a lineal descendant of viously been manifested.
1 asked General
gation and consulate to a Chilean wanted a man.
The choice of a moderator again sidetracked. The other feature is
Vasco da Gama) protected by can
who happened to be in New York. SlaMghter. of Mobile, to send to me
fell upon Allen B- Borgerson. Miss “In Every Woman's Life.” featuring
non
behind
many
inches
of
armor
Virginia
Valli, Mare
McDermott,
In taking prompt measure to secure the bravest man who had served In
plate, made plans for the overthrow Ella Maddocks, first selectman, gave Lloyd Hughes and Stuart Holmes.
munitions many telegrams had to be the Confederate Army. One day an
a very satisfactory report of the
of
the
Republic.
They
took
to
the
Among the scer- .s is one r.ncer before
sent; and before I could turn over cd l looking little fellotf by the name
high seas with the battleship Aquid- work done by the town during the attempted in motion pictures—a din
the papers of the Chilean consulate, of Read walked into my office and
past year. F. L S. Morse, Superin
eban
and
every
other
war
vessel
and
I received a letter from one of the announced that he had been sent to
tendent of the Schools was present, ner on horseback- Fifty thorough
He crew of Brazilemployees of the telegraph company, me by General Slaughter.
and helped things along by explain breds are used in this xcene. They
As
all
the
northern
cities
of
Brazil
in which he offered, for a consider showed no outward and visible
ing questions pertaining to the are grouped around a horseshoe of
were
on
the
coast.
there
was
ation. to disclose to the Chilean Con- signs of being a brave man, but I
schools which many of the people flowers and held in place bv grooms.
danger
that
Mello
and
da
Gamft,
co

sul certain of Charles K. Flint’s ac-'liave since learned that you cinnot
did not fully understand. The fol On the hacks of the horses are seat
ed men and women ia evening dress,
tivitios in conn wt ion w h obtaining ; measure a man’s courage by looking operating with Monarchists ashore, lowing officials were elected;
munitions for Peru, lie little sue- at him. 1 found that Read bad been might effect the secession of the
partaking of a dinner
rved on pan
Town
Clerk
—
Mrs.
Abbie
Heard.
niers suspended* from their necks by
■pected that he was offering to let my 1i;i the torpedo service on the Missis- northern provinces- President PeixFirst
Selectman
—
Parker
Merriam.
left hand know what my right was sippi and had behind him a marvel- otto realized that he could not hold
Second
.Selectman—A.
Walker ribbons.—adv.
doing.
I ouk record. He readily agreed to go the doubtful territory merely by
Brewster.
• ♦ • •
to Peru or anywhere. I went with checking th« royalists ashore, but
Third Selectman—John Hall.
There were difficulties in the way! I.ini to Bristol, Rhode Island, and tint that he must, also, have a navy with
Treasurer and Tax Collector—
of shipping munitions to Peru, the him in charge of the torpedo boats which to terrorize the citizens of the Charles W. Livingston.
principal one being that we should He followed their tests in Xarragan- northern cities before Mello and da
Auditor—^Robert V. Collins.
have to transport all munitions sett Hay. he followed them across the Gama could do the same.
Road Commissioner—William Don
He
cabled
to
DrMendonca.
his
Isthmus,
and
he
followed
them
into
aerobe Colombia to get them into
ohue.
Peru in time; and even in cases war. But he did not get much of a minister to Washington, to send out
•School Board—for one year, Miss
a
navy
at
once.
Dr.
Mendonca.
be

in
Peru
because
of
the
amwhere certain supplies could be sen^, chance
Ella Maddocks. for three years, Roy
ing
unfamiliar
with
marine
affairs
around the continent instead of lition of Peruvian officers who
t-jrned the cable over to me for ac McConchie.
across the Isthmus of Panama, the wished to monopolize the glory.
Following are theappropriations
We tried out a new lot of ideas tion. I told him that I would imme
chances were that they would fall
made;
into the hands of the Chileans. 1 in that war. We had Ericsson make diately give my entire time to the Common Schools .................... $1425
ascertained that Colombia would be torpedo guns, which fired under execution of the President's order School Repairs ............................
350
quite neutral although not aggres water projectiles containing 150 and suggested that he cable for the Text Books ...................................
100
sively so
pounds of dynamite, that were de well-known sinews of war. These School Supplies ...........................
35
Peru had to have torpedoes, cart- signed for attachment to the sides of promptly came through in the shape High School Tuition ...................
800
merchant vessels. The old inventor of Rothschild credits on their Ameri Town Expense ............................. 1200
was delighted with the idea and we can agents the banking firm of Au Roads and Bridges •..................... 2500
made tests with dummy projectiles gust. Belmont & Co., New York.
It was vital that the importance of Sidewalks ......................................
on th» North River- In the famous
State Aid Highway ....................
Logger Banks incident—when the the new navy should be made known Mothers Aid ........................................
Russian fleet, moving out of north at once in the northern provinces of Support of the Poor ..................
ern waters en route for the Pacific Brazil, so a literary bureau was im Payment of Town Debt ............ 1000
fired on the English fishing smacks mediately established with one of the Payment of Interest on Notes ..
25 J
—Admiral Kojesvenski, owing to most brilliant men ever known in Knox Academy of Arts and
cables he had received from his New York at his head—William M.
(Sciences ......................................
50
spies in the Far East, was fearful Ivins. Mr. Ivins will, perhaps, be Advertising Maine ......................
25
that the smacks might have under remembered as the counsel for Wil
The town voted not to adopt the
liam
Barnes in the celebrated
water guns fastened to their sides.
Barr.es-Cotonel Roosevelt litigation budget system It ateo voted not to
build a new schoolhouse at Owl’s
Realizing that the ports of Peru at Syracuse, the labor of which trial Head Village. Then, after the mat
would soon be blockaded by Chho, by the way. brought on the lawyer’s ter of transportation was taken up,
we shipped a cartridge factory to death. As there was a censorship of and $600 was raised for that purpose,
Peru, and this transplanted factory all cables, we controlled the news the people began to comprehend that
turned out satisfactory cartridges from Brazil, and Ivins fed out the in a few years the cost of transporta
•soon after its arrival.
All in all news in the proportion of about one tion would equal the cost of a new
Peru was fairly equipped, hut Chile inch of neWR for six Inches of propa schoolhouse. Consequently the vote
describing
the dynamite
possessed superior war vessels and ganda
was reconsidered with the result
a better trained personnel. There squadron about 4o depart for the that $4500 was raised toward a new
northern
provinces
of
Brazil.
never has been a braver commander
building, with the understanding that
[To Be Continued]
than Admiral Grau of Peru and the
if the entire cost exceeds this amount
fight of the lluascar against great
the inhabitants of Owl's Head Vil
odds has gone down as one of the
GLENMERE
lage make up the excess at no fur
bravest fights in naval history. But
ther expense to the town.
Peru was eventually defeated.
Charles Wiley, Mr. and Mrs. Byron
Voted to install three street lights
Tlie next South American order Davis and Mr- and Mrs. Eugene at Ash Point and three at the Village
for munitions came from Brazil. The Smith attended the supper and min of Owl’s Head, and to accept the two
Doesn’t hurt one bit! Drop a little
first Information I received regard
“Freezone" on an aching corn, in ing the revolution which resulted in strel show at Pleasant Point last street lights that have been privately
week and pronounced it a good time. maintained the past year.
stantly that corn stops hurting, then
the overthrow of the monarchy and
Voted to raise the salary of the
Frank Wiley is doing tpasoit work
shortly you lift it right off with
the establishment of the Brazilian
selectmen $50 each and to give the
at Port Clyde.
fingers.
Repul,lie was the note, here repro
Charles Wiley is cutting his wood. chairman of the school board $50 for
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
duced, from Secretary Blaine, witli
Ezekiel Jones was up from Port services during the year. ~
“Freezone” for a few cents, sufficient a copy of a cable from our minister
The town took advantage of its
Clyde Sunday calling on his old
to rpmove every hard corn, soft corn,
Brazil was the last remaining imprivilege of raising live time? the
neighbors.
or corn between the toes, and the foot
at Rio de Janeiro:
Mrs. Frank Wiley recently visited regular amount raised for State Aid
calluses, without soreness or irrita
"Cable from Brazil to Department
Highway, insofar as the State can
tion.
Mrs. Winfield Hooper at Port Clyde.
of State, Washington—Revolution by
Clayton Miller who is visiting at meet its proportional part.
Army and Navy yesterday. Ministry
Winslow Watt’s has received the
deposed. Prime Minteter imprisoned.
news of his mother's death at her
Minister of marine wounded
Em
home in Canada.
peror prisoner in palace- Provis
CR1EHAVEN
Mrs. Eugene Smith and Mrs. Frank
ional Government issued proclama
tion
imperial
dynasty
deposed. Wiley attended the Sewing Circle
Council state abolished. Parliament that met with Mrs. M. E. Wheeler
Owing to the fact that there is
pending in Legislature a hill to dis
dissolved. Republic declared. Prin Thursday afternoon.
Eugene Smith has his usual num organize the plantation of Criehaven
cipal provinces acquiesce. Order
the annual meeting has been post
maintained. Opinion republic sue ber of fine little pigs this spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith and poned to the first Monday in May.
cessfui.
Await instructions.
Rio,
Nov. 16, 1889.” “Dear Mr. Flint—I Mr. and Mrs Frank Wiley attended Meantime the old officers hold over.
will call and see you during the day. the entertainment and dance at the They are: Assessors, H. .1. McClure,
W. S. Baiter and L. A Wilson;
I enclose the last I have from Rio. Grange hall Thursday evening.
treasurer, H. J. McClure; collector, I.
1’lease return it to me when I sej
W. Tupper; clerk, B. Tupper; school
you. Sincerely and hastily, James G
NORTH HAVEN
>
___
committee, Olive Wilson and Ellis
I Blaine. Hon. Charles A. Flint, Arr
ington.”
In accordance with the practice Simpson.
perial government in the Americas. of other churches of the state March
The Emperor had grown old, but his i2 will be observed as “Funny Crosby
HOPE
wisdom had not paced his years. Day” at the North Haven Baptist
Until now, republicanism had been a church. At the 11 o'clock service the
“Meal Planning ” was thd topic nt
practically unknown political fashion subject of the pastor's address will the meeting held at the home of Mrs.
in Brazil, principally because all the be “The Significance of Lent.” Spe L. P- True, Wednesday.
Miss Her
men of ability who might have cial music will be furnished by the rick, home demonstration agent, dis
aspired to set up a republic were em young people's choir and Fanny cussed with the ladies the main
ployed by the government. South Crosby's hymns
will
be
sung. points in well planned meals,
American revolutions arise out of At 7 o’clock, evening, a Fanny Crosby also furnished recipes for
an acute unemployment condition memorial service will be observed kinds of sandwich fillings,
among politicians.
and other special features appro meeting was conducted by the Farm
Without going into details of the priate to the dav are being planned
Bureau and the Extension snrvtrft/t

jldren Cryj°r
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Lift Off-No Pain!

|The machinery
used to clean I
salmon is called

an iron chink'
because this
work was once

dene by china |

men-j

-insist on

The

Uncle

Dudley

Editorial
In Today’s

Boston Globe

Read It

when^oawant
the finest and I
freshest of the
season^ catch.l

SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST!
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe’
by millions and prescribed by'physicians 24 years for

Headache

Neuralgia

•

Lumbago
In 1899 he was married to Ethel
Varnuiti of Castine.
Their family
consists of two sons.
In religion Mr. Redonnett is a Congregationalist. He is a Mason and
Great Sachem of the Improved Or
der of Red Men of Maine.
During
the World War he was chairman of
the committee of Public Safety for
Lincoln County; also a member of
the Legal Advisory Board for the
county.
He holds no office at pres
ent, other than member of board of
education of his home town.

STRAND THEATRE
“One Night in Rome," with Laurette Taylor in the screen version of
her own stage success is being shown
today.
It is the opinion qf Miss
Taylor and of Clarence G. Badger,
who directed this Metro-Goldwyn
production, that the story not only
holds all the entertainment value that
made the play so successful, but even
surpasses it in that respect.
Miss
Taylor has forsaken the rags she
wore in "Peg O' My Heart" and
“Happiness" and appears in her new
picture in the beautiful gowns of a
young Italian duchess. The story of
her forced departure from Italy and
of her later thrilling experiences in
London where she adopts the guise of
a fortune teller, of International In
trigue—combines to make a swiftly
moving mystery-romance
An un
usually strong cast supports Miss
Taylor in "One Night in Rome.”
Playing opposite the star is the genial
ar.d popular leading man. Tom Moore,
who appears In tlie role of a young
English' diplomat, Mr. Moore scored
successes recently In "Manhandled”
and “Big Brother.”
Mining town melodrama features
the Friday-Saturday show which is
entitled “One Law For the Woman.”
To see Cullen Landis riding madly
out of the town of Rawhide chased
by 75 cowboys across the mountains
and down steep passes is sure to stir
the blood.
Then there are real fist
tigli s. mine explosions and daring
deeds such as are found only in
melodramas.
The thrills are offset
by the lighter bits of action and
laughs, provoked in tlie main by
Cecil Spooner and a Chinaman. The
story opens in New York, but soon
shifts to a western mining village
where the real action occurs.
The
attempt of the villain to trick the
young mining engineer and secure a
valuable vein and the cleverness of
a young girl in thwarting his plans
form the basis of the plot.
There
is a wealth of scenic backgrounds in
this production.
The rainstorm is
exceptionally well produced.—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE

Rheumatism
Accept only “Bayer” package which contains proven directions.

Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets—Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticaeidester of SalicyHcacld

TENANT’S HARBOR
Hollis Chadwick of Martinsville has
been employed by Earl II. Barter at
the Barter Garage.
Sidney Dow visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Alford Dow in West
Rockixirt last week.
Mrs. Emma Smalley has been the
guest of her son E. Crouse.
Mrs. Nelson Gardner has returned
! to her home in Port Clyde.
Winter has returned and with it
snow, ice and cold.
T'ne farmers
are 'making use of it hauling out
1 tlie balance of their wood.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall of El
more visited Rockland, Camden and
Accept only genuine "Phillips,” the Qlencove on their way to visit their
original Milk of Magnesia prescribed daughter, Mrs. Albert Elw ell at Waldoboro recentlyby physicians for 50 years as an
antacid, laxative, corrective.
86-cent bottjles, also 50-cent bottles,
eontain directions—any drug store.

“PHILLIPS” MILK

OF MAGNESIA

A RADIOL A

IVIRS. BLANCHE BOUCHER of
* Auburn, Me., who says the
Karnak treatment has completely
restored her to vigorous health af
ter almost a lifetime of suffering.

Let us demonstrate any of
the

New Radiolas
in your home

The Regenoflex
Formerly $191.00; now

$120.00
Complete
with Loud Speaker
Less batteries
Distance and Tone
Quality

L.J
T am etrtainly glad 1 t<> k my
n< ighbor'A advice and g t Karnak,
for this grand medicine h ts restored
me to perfect health.’’ states Mrs.
Blanche Boucher, 43 Hampshire St..
Auburn. Me., who, like thousands of
other Maine citizens, las received
such remarkable benefits from th'is
famous new treatment.
“Before 1 g it Karnak I hji<l suf
fered most all my life with stom
ach trouble and indigestion, and now
that 1 can sit down and cat anything
I want without a particle of trouble
afterwards. Why, I just can't praise
this wonderful medicine enough,”
continued Mrs. Boucher.
“I was 'in such terrible condition
1 could hardly cat enough to keep
body and soul together, and suf
fered terrible from gas pains, heart
burn, biliousness, headaches and diz
ziness. Even the lightest kind cf
food caused me no end of misery, and
I also had spells of chills and fever.
“But Karnak has ended a‘l these
troubles for me, has built me up in
weight, and has made me feel
splendid 'in every way.
I know
there must be thousands of suffer
ing people today who would l»e only
too glad to find cut about Karnak,
and I want to broadcast the news
of what it did for me to everybody.
Karnak is jut grand.”

Corinne Griffith will be shown in
j "Love's Wilderness" for the last time
today.
Gripping drama, set off by
the tropical chartn of the South Seas
' and the rugged beauty of the Cana
dian woodlands, both serving to ac
centuate the loveliness and tempera
ment of one of the screen's most dom
inating personalities—that describes
“Love's Wilderness”
On the same
program there is another feature en
titled "On The Threshold" with an
all star cast.
“The Hunjcand Kid" is the title ol
the western action romance coming
Friday.
Hoot Gibson as the star,
directed for the twentieth consecutive
time by Edward Sedgewick.
"The
Hurricane Kid” is the story of a cow
boy w ho roams from ranch to ranch,
living mainly on dreams and the
lure of adventure.
He's rather fond
of tile ladies—at a distance—and the
call of romance is strong in his heart.
It Isn't the conventional western hero
role, but a human, sort of character
who does human things throughout.
Plenty of action, thrills and a great
race are promised in addition to the
human interest and comedy touches.
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu
Tlie story came from the pen of Will sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
Lambert.—adv.
Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall
Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
LIMEROCK POMONA
Co.; and by the leading druggist in
every city.—adv.
l.lmerock Valley Pomona meets
with Megunticook Grange. Camden
Saturday.
The lecturer has requested the following program: Ad
dress of welcome. Hugh E. Pendleton,
Master, Megunticook Grange: re
sponse. Hlizabcth Gregory; instru Ruddy Cheeks—Sparkling Eyes
mental music; reading, Mrs. Warren
—Most Women Can Have
B. Gardner; vocal solo, Edwin
Storms, Jr,; reading, Mrs. Parks
Says Dr. Edwards, a Well-Known
Bilker; vocal solo, Robert McIntosh;
Ohio Physician
reading, Mrs. Harold H. Nash: vocal
Dr. F. M. Edwards for 17ycars treated
solo, Hans Heistad: reading, Mrs. A.
S. Bartlett: Instrumental music; dis scores of women for liver and bowel ail
cussion: "To what extent should pub ments. During these years he gave to
lic expenses be met by bond issues?” his patients a prescription made of a
few well-known vegetable ingredients,
opened by Fred A. Blackington.
mixed with olive oil, naming them
Dr Edwards’ Olive Tablets. You will
TOO CHILLY FOR IT
know them by their olive color.
These tablets are wonder-workers on
A (Iodine in the per capita con
sumption of ice cream in the United the liver and bowels, which cause a nor
mal action, carrying off the waste and
.States is reported by the Depart
poisonous matter in one’s system.
ment of Agriculture, showing that the
If you have a pale face, hallow look,
average for each person was 2.56 dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue, head
gallons In 1924, as compared with 2 68 aches, a listless, no-good feeling, all out
the preceding year.
The consump of sorts, inactive bowels, you take one
tion last year totalled 285,550,000 gal of Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets nightly
lons, which was 9,000,000 less than for a time and note the pleasing results.
the 1923 figure. The decline was at
Thousands of women and men take
tributed to the cool weather last Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets—the suc
summer in many parts of the coun- cessful substitute for calomel—now and
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For Every Purse

Selective and NonRadiating
Other Radiolas from

555.00 to £425.00

ms
ROCKLAND, ME.
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PNC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE.
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland
Not Medicine, Net Osteopathy

C. M. WHEELER, D.C Ph.C
Chiropractor
400 Main Street, - - . Rockland
Graduate Palmer Sobool at Cblr„raatle
ORItsa HoursMondays. Wednesdays. Fridays, 10-12;
7-8. Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10-12: 2-S;
Saturdays, 10-12. Tai. 080

2-1

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephone 136
38 UNION ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET '

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W
tlT-tf

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Iraklnt, A I
417 MAIN 8T_ .... ROCKLA

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
OlllM Haun: l to S and 7 ta 9 P. M.
Rwldian until 9 A. M. and by AnnulatiMi
Tnltabuan 184

THOMASTON. ME.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
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